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ABSTRACT
The overall purpose of the study was to investigate the interrelationships
among various self-concepts. gender, reading attitude, and reading comprehension in
a group of grade five st udents. The particular self-concepts included stuJc ntll' reauing
self-concept, self-concept of peer relations and self-concept of parent relations.
The testing instruments that were used in this study were the Sdf- Ikscriplillil
Questionnaire-] (SDQ-l) 10 measure the various self-conce pts. the li!£.1.D£!llil!Y
Reading Altitude Survey (ERAS) to measure reading altitude. arn..l tile Gates-
MacOinitie Reading Test, Level 0 5/6, Form 3. to measure reading comprehens ion.
This study was conducted with 58 grade five students, 25 boys and 33 i;irls,
who were of varying reading ability and attended a three-stream SChlX11in SI. John's.
Regu lar correlational analyses using the Pearson Product-Mome nt Method were
performed to examine intercorrela ticns among the three self-concept scores, the three
reading attitude scores, and me one reading comprehension score. As well , I tests
were perfonncd to determine the influence of gender on the various self-concepts,
reading attitude. and rending comprehension.
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For this group of grade five students, statistically significant relationships were
found between:
students ' self-concept of parent relations and academic reading attitude,
2. students" reading self-concept and recreational reading attitude,
3. students' reading self-concept and academic reading attitude,
4. students' reading self-concept and full-scale reading altitude.
5. students' reading self-concept and reading comprehension,
6. students' recreational reading attitude and reading comprehension. and
7. students' full-scale reading attitude and reading comprehension.
There were no differences between:
grade five males and females in their self-concept of peer relations.
2. grade five males and females in their self-concept of parent relations.
3. grade (h e males and females in their reading self-concept.
4. grade five males and females in their recreational reading attitude,
5. grade five males and females in their academic reading attitude.
6. grade five males and females in their full-scale reading attitude. and
7. grade five males and females in their reading comprehension.
Overall, the study results connrmed that there are significant relationships
among reading attitudes, self-concepts and reading comprehension.
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CHAPTER I
AN INTRODUcnON 1'0 TIlE SllJDY
A goal of the ed ucational system in the Province of Newfoundland and
Lahrador is that students will perform at their ptltimum level and realize their
potential, As stated by the Departme nt of Education (1984), one of the general
objec tives for education in Newfoundland and Labrador schoo ls is "to ensure that all
pupils master the funda mental skills of learning to the limit of their abilities" (p.6).
Since reading permeates the whole curriculum, learning to read well is vital in orde r
for students to achieve this goal . However, noc aU students experience success at
reading, despite the many variedapproaches in our clas srooms today.
Recent ly, there has been much conc ern in thefield of educatio n about theway
students perceive themselve s as learners. Ways in which studenu view themselves
arc often relat ed 10 the ir reading achievement (Vereen, 1980). These views that
stOOcnts hold of themselves arc aspects of their self-concept. As well, even tho ugh
reading is primarily a co gnitive act, it is also influenced by norc ognluve function s,
many of which are from the affective domain, including reading attitude (McWilliams
and McWilliams, 1976).
Rcccmly. ure se lf-conce pt construct has been posited to contain represen tations
of ou r special abilities , achieveme nts, preferences, the unique aspects of ou r
appeara nce, and the characte ristic expressions of our temperaments (Markus, Cra ne.
Bernstein, and Siladi , 1982). Additionally, Shcvclson and Dolus (1982) have posucd
self-concept structures for students' self-concept ofpccr relations andparent relations.
These theorists propose that these self-concept structures allow us to categorize.
explain and evalua te our behaviour in various foc al domains, such as re,lding
achievement. The particular self-concepts in the present study include stut!cnts '
reading self-concept, slude nls' self-concept of parent relations, and students' self -
concept of peer relations.
Children' s perceptions of themselves are greatly influenced by their
relationships with significant o'.hers (Brookover and Gottlieb, 1%4 ; Singh, 1972;
Brown, 1992; and Legge , 1994), It has been noted by Felker (1974) that in the First
years of life the most important significant others are the parents. How parents help
their children grow and their reactions to ch ildren's exploratory expcrtcnces have
tremendous influence on them (Coopersmith, 1967; Labcnne anti Greene, 1969;
Purkey, 1970; Sam uels, 1977; Battle. 1982; and Silvernail, 1985), As well, a number
of studies (Coopersmith, 1959; Carlson, 1963; William amiCole, I96R; and Richmond
and White, 1971) indicated that children with positive self-concepts were morelikely
to enjoy high peer status than were children with low sclr-ccncepe.
Deeds (198 1) stated that a positive self-concep t is essen tial in learning 10 read.
She firmly believed that it is just as important as wo rd attack, comprehension, amI
vocabulary development. According to Deeds, each day in o ur classrooms students
are asked 10 perfonn many tasks which require risk-texieg :
Childre n in our schoo l system are asked daily \0 take chances ; 10 write
a paragraph that will be evaluated. to read fora cl ass that may laugh,
to do boordwork that may be wro ng, to crea te an obj ect of art that will
be jud ged. Vi ewed at another level, childre n are asked to risk their
sen-concepts (p.78).
Children who exper iencesuccess arcunaffectedby suchrisk-laking. However,
students who have pr oblems in reading andexperience failure are constantly risking
their self-e::o ncepts and will likely become more cautious about tak ing chances . Not
only doesself-concept interfere with learning 10 read.but failure to readcan lead to
an even poorer sel f-concept, Thus. a negative spirallin g proc ess with reading
disabilily and self-concepl con tinuallyreinforcingone another is possible(Quandt and
Sel enlck. 19 84). No t succeedingat readingcan result in ho pelessne ss. frustrat ion, and
a negative self-concept (Cook,1988).
An inadequate view of self can becomecrip pling to a student Students who
experience difficulty often see themselves asinadequateand incapable of achievement.
Comb s (1962) stated "Whe n children see themselves as inadequate, they lose lhcir
sense of ' can -ness'; what they can do diminishes ." On thc other hand, the opposite
is true for students who demcnsuate high levels of performance ( Wirth. 1977).
If stud ents an: to succeed,thcy must gain a sense of confidence and begin to
vie w uemsetves as achievers . Learners who arc confident in their ability to succeed
tend to do beuer in school than those who lack confidence. Likewi se. learners who
succeed in sc hool tend to hav e more confidence in their ability to succeed than those
wh o have not met with succe ss (Beane and Lipka, 1976 ; as cited by Heek e , 1993).
The school classroom. together with jhe home and social grou ps, conntbure
largel y to the shaping o fa ch ild' s self-c oncept (Hamachek, 1971). For many years.
w ise teachers have sensed the positive relationship between srudenu' concepts of
them selves and their performan ce in school (Purkey, 1970). There is a need for
teachers to gain insight into "~e role of self-concep ts. especially in spedfic donalns
o f learning, such as reading at various developmentallevels or grade levels so that
performance can bee n hanced.
Reading attitud es . also . are important to tbe readin g process. Altitudes . along
wit h interes t. motivation . loc us of control, feelings. and emoti ons are often referred
to by researchers as affec tive concerns. These concerns are important to the reading
process because they provide the desire and the w ill to le arn (Alcunder and Filler.
1976).
Rese archers hav e confirmed the importance of positive readin g altitude s for
reading achievement . Brookove r (1967) in his extensive researchon self-concept and
achievement, concluded ihat the child's attitudes limit the level of his ach ievement.
Teale (1983) stated th at "it is widely accepted th at a posi tive attitu de contrib utes to
ach ievemen t andsho uld, therefore , becons idered whenassessing reading" (p.3). Also,
Briggs (198 7) proposed that st udents' sel f-concep ts have an impac t upon the attitudes
and efforts applied to reaching their goals in education .
Advocates o f affecti ve education strongly Slate that concern for student
atti tudes, se lf-concepts, feelings, and e motions are important facets of the learning
process and insisl that educational systems include the developmentof positive self-
concepts and reading attitudesin theireducationalplanning and practice. According
to Coombs (1982), if these aspec ts are ignored,then the educational system runs the
riskof being ineffective.
STATEMENT OF rss PROBLEM
Background to! he Study
Studies investigating the relationships among reading altitudes, various self-
concepts,and achievement have beenconductedat different gradelevels (e.g., Singh,
1972, Brown, 1992; Byrne, 1993, and Legge, 1994~ However, 1 propose 10
investigatethe interrelationships among sell-concepts, gender, readingattitude, and
reading comprehension at the grade five level because studies have not been
conducted at this level of schooling.
By conductingstudiesat different levels of schooling, researchersare given
a sounderbasis for judging the validity of research fmdings than when only a single
studyis available. If the present studyrepeats thefindings of past research or yields
similar results, then the resultsof the study willbeconsidered more significant( Borg
andGall, 1989). Aswell, newaspectsof thisstudy, the gradelevel and the specific
domain of reading within the Newfoundland context, will further contribute to
research in this area.
Research indicates that ihere are relati onships among se lf -concep ts, readi ng
attitude, and reading achiev ement ( Kennedy and Halinski, 1978; Claytor, 1979;
Vereen, 1980; Rivicki, 1981; Carrero andTurner, 1985; and Briggs, 1987) but then:
are also call s for fun her research in this area. If nrong relationsh ip s are found among
these variables at the grade fi\'e lev el, there willhe im plications 10 incl ude the se
findings in overall models , principle s, and practices of teaching reading .
Pumose of the Sludy
Th e primary objective of this study was 10investigate the reu no n snlps among
students ' self-concepts, gender, reading attitude. and reading comprehension in II
group of grade five students. The part icular se lf-concepts included stude ms' readi ng
self-conce pt, stude nts' self -concept of parent relations , and students' self-conc ept (If
peer relations. This study should inform and give insights 10 teac hers of the
Importance of the se self-concept struct ures and the ro le of reading attitude in the
reading achievement of elementarystudents.
It is important that studies inv estigating the interrelationshipsamon g reading
attitudes . self-concepts, gender and reading comprehension beconducted . Thepresenl
study is importan t in that it is spec ific to reading at the grade five level in an ur ban
selting and studie s have not been conducted at this level of sc hooling . In rc\'iewi ng
the litera ture, it was found thai studi es conducted between the specific variable s of
academic/reading achievement and reading self-concep t were al most non-existen t.
Most of the studies reviewed have used self-concept as a global construct. Some
research has indicated theexistence of interrelationships among attitudes to reading,
reading se lf-concep t and reading co mprehension. However, further research on th e
interactive nature of self -concepts , attitudes toward readi ng, and reading
comprehension is req uired.
The specific questions to be addressed were:
Are various self-concept scores and reading attitude scores related to
reading com prehension in grade five stude nts?
2. Is there a relations hip between various sen-conceptsand reading altitude in
grade five students?
3. Are there differences between grade five gir ls and grade five boys in
reading atti tude , self-concepts . and reading comprehension?
Definitio n of Key Terms
Self-Concep t: Broadly defined, it is a person's perceptio ns of him or her self. The se
perceptions are fonned lhrough one 's experien ce with and interpreta tion s of one's
e nvironmen t and are infl uenced especially by reinforcements, eva luations by
significan t others, and one's attributions for one 's own beh aviour (Shavetson, Hubner,
and Stant on, 1976; as cited by Shave lson and Bolus, 1982, p.3).
Self-Concept of Peer Relation s: Refers to the peer relations scale on the Srlf:.
Description Ouestionnaire·} (SDQ -I) which treasure s the child' s self-concept
regarding his or her popularit y with peers, how easily the child makes friends, ami
whether others want him or heras a friend (Marsh, 1990b, p. 5).
Self·Concept of Parent Rela tions: Refers to me parent relations scale on the Self·
Description Questionnaire (SDQ-l) which refle cts how well the:child thinks he or she
getsalong with h is or her parents, how well the child likes his or her paren t' . and the
extent to which the childexperiences parental acceptance and ap proval (Mars h, 1990b•
p.6).
Reading Sett-Concepu Refers to the reading scale on the Self-Description
Ouestionnaire-l (SDQ-l) which refl ects the child's self-concept reganiing his or her
ability. enjoyment , andinterest in reading (Marsh, 1990b, p.6).
Anlmde : A predisposition to react specifically toward an object , or value which is
usually accompaniedby feelings and emotions (Good. 1973, p .49).
Reading Atutude: A state of mind which is accompanied by feelings and emotions
matmake reading more or len probable (Smith. 1990, p.215).
9Rccreatitm al Reading Altitude: Refer s to the attitude w h ich students have towards
readi ng for enjoymen t (McKe n na and K car,1990).
Ar-ademic Re ading A trhude: R efers to the attitude tIlal s tudents h...v e towards readin g
fOI" the purpose of le arni ng (McKenna andKear, I990).
Full·Scale Rcllding Attitude: R efers to an altitude score whlch is the ccmposke sco re
of boihrecre ational and acade mic readi ngaltitude scores o n theElementar~
Auil ude Su rve y (Mc Ke nna an d Kear , 1990).
Si gn ificant Others: Thosepeo ple lmportaer in an individual' s life w hose reacuoes and
in ter actions indicate to the indiviuual wh ether he or she i s liked or disliked. accepted
or rejected , successfu l or unsuccessful, worth y or unworthy. P e rceptions thai are
fomed from the opinions o f significant oihers delCtmi ne the chil d's self-concept
(Saracho. 19 8O).
Re ading Co mprehensi on: Students' ability to read. and undersland print. A
comprehen si on lest is used to measUI'C reading compre hension. For the p urpose of
th is study, the comprehension subiesr of theGa tC!-M3cG i ni tie ReadingTest wasused.
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R e ading A chievement: A reading grade level which is measured by11 standardized
reading test (Veree n,1980).
Affective Concerns : Altitudes. alon g with in terest, rnouvauon, locus of control,
feelings, and emotio ns !hatare «nportanuo the readingprocess because th ey provide
the desire and the will 10 Je arn (Alex.an der and Filler , 1976),
Significance of t he Study
If strongrelationships arefound toexis t amongstudents' selr-conccpu, readi ng
a ttitude, an d reading achie v ement. th e information gained could contri bute to the
efrons made by sc hools to im prove reading. An aware ness will begained of the n eed
to improve studen ts ' self-co ncepts and reading attitude al the grade five level. Th e
reseus of this inve stigation and the knowledge gained willenh an ce the performance
of eec he rs in working with students in the school.
If a strong rtl ationship occurs, the i nformatio n gained could be utilized to
promote th e reading success of students. Th e self-co ncepls and reading aunude s of
students c ould be checked using standard instrume nts. Stude nn co uld then be
monitored accordingtotheir needan d programs maybe setup to promote interactions
and beha viours to enhance the sel f·conctpl~ . reading alti tudes. SUCCC.t!l in I'tading and
reading comprehension.
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Programs such as these could thencontribute to the improv ement of students'
reading levels in the Province of Newfoundland andLabrador . On theCanadian Tests
of Basic Skills (readipo: sub test), Fall 1993. the grade four male stu dents in this
province were: at the 39th percentile andthe grade four female students were at the
46th percentile. Thesepercentileranks indicatethe need for improved reading levels
(Department of Education , 1993·1994).
Limitati ons of the Study
The study willbe conducted withgradefive students. The results obtained
may not be generalizable 10 other elementary grades.
2. All uudems reside in onegeographical area. thaiof metropolitan 51.John's.
Re sults may not be generaliza ble to other schoo l systems or districts.
3. There: are questions regardingthereliability of self-report instruments in Ihal
it is not known for sure whether students will always be able 10 answer
qu estions honestly (Cook, 198 8).
4. It is possible that students may not understand each item as it wa s meant to
be understood by lest developers (Cook, 1988) .
5. Th ere are many factors in a child's background of experience which
infl uence self-concept and will nor be measured (Vereen, 1980).
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LUERATURE
Historical Perspecti ve o n the Self
Today's theorizing about self-co ncept extends back to the won: of William
Jame s (1892) who was a forerunner of the conc ept of future conceptions of self. He
thought ego to be an individua l 's sense of identit y. Acco rding 10 J ane s. the self wa s
comprised o f spiritual , material, and social aspects , dIe spirimal self was c omprised
of mental Faculties and inclinations. In addition , maerial posses ions comprised th e
material self while the eneem and regard rhar pe rsons perceive th at others have fo r
them made up the social self. The vi ew of se lf which incorporated feelings and
attitude s along with a principle of causality also eame from Ja mes (La bc nne and
Gree ne, 1969) .
Jame s believed that the origins of one's overall senseof esteem lay in how
onc weighed OI\c'S competencies. James conceptualized one's global self-esteem as
the ratio of o ne's compe tencies or successes to one's pre tensions , the val ue that one
placed on success within each competence domain . Thu s, if o ne' s actual bel o f
success across domains was equal 10, or commensurate with, one's asp ira tions for
success, the n one experienced high sell-esteem On the other hand, if one 's
pre te nsions vastlyexceeded one's actual level of success, lowsetr-eueem would then
be the result. The notionthat individualscomparetheir levels of competenceto the
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importance of successacross differe nt domains and the degree ofcongruence or
discrepanc y that re sultedwill deermtne their level of self-estee m is imp licit in th is
mode l. James ' theorizing was intended toshed light on theprocessesunderlying the
formation of adult selrestee m (Haner, 1989) .
Hartle(199 2), in discussing James. diff erentia ted between self-c oncept and
self-esteem. SeJf-cofICCp( related10ide ntity wh ereas selr-eseem related man: to that
which a person wishedrnat idcnlily to be.
A nothrr historical scholar, Cooley (1902), adopted a more soclclc g tcel
perspective than James (Ha ttie, 1992 ). In co ntrast to James. wh o focused solely on
a person 's own ev aluation s , Cooley postulated that the origins of the self w ere
p ri marily social in naturean d theyre s ided in the attitudesof significant oth ers. O ne
is motiva ted to appraise the altitudes of others toward the self . These opinions arc
th en imitated or incorporated and become one ' s own senseof se lf. Fa' Cooley, th ese
reflected appraisals represe nted what he te nned the "lookIng glass se lf ' s i nce
si gnificant others werethe socialmirror into which o ne gazed for info nna tion that
defined th e self. Th e "looki ng glass selr re sembled Mead's (1 934) concept o f the
..g eneralized other"I which represented the pooled or collec tive jud gements of
s ig nificant olhers towardth e self (Harter, 1989).
M ead (1934) staled that the~ an:two general stagesin me full dev elopmen t
o f these l f. Al lhe first stage, Ihe self consis ted of an crganizatioa of the particular
a t tillllles o f oeer individual s loward these lf and also toward oee another as they
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panicipalCd in social acts. Butat the second stage, the self was cons tit uted not by
organization of individual attitudes but also by theo rganization of the social attitudes
of the generalizedother or thesoc ial group of which he/she was a part ( Me3ll,19 34).
J ames and Cooley both wrestled with the issue of whether the self was best
characterized as a global sclf-cvaluation or as an aggregate of speci fic evaluative
joogemenls across Rvariety ofdo mains. Fo r botho f them,some global sense of self-
worth did exist, overan d above th e discrete evaluations of one's attributes from n
variety o f domains (Haner, 1985).
Throug hout the 19OJ's, ideas and th eories concerning the se lf and the self-
concep t developed rapidly.Felker (1914) classified the theori sts inthis area into three
broad groups . Members of the first group pl aced heavy em p h asis o n the:
psychodynamic role of personality, meaning that personality systems are dy namic
energy systems operatingwithin lIK:indi v idual. Thei r ideas hlldvariations of llie
Freudian approach. According to Felker, Sigmun d Freud stood o u t as an early
influen ce in the area of selfand self-concept.
For the second group o f theorists. self-concept was approached from a
humanisticpoint ofview. These th eor ists assumed that persons woold naturally s trive
forthe se things thatcontributed to personal growth andself-fulfilment. CarlRogers
and A . H. Ma sl owexemplifi ed th is approach 10se lf-concep t.
Thethird group approached selfo r self-concept by focusing p ri marily o n the
cognitive dlmenslces of self. Thi s approach wasexemplified byG. A. Kelly an d 1.
IS
C. Diggory. Kelly 's (1955) theory , called a psycho logy of person al constructs, placed
heavy emphasi s on the unique wayan indi vidual viewed his world. Diggory (1966)
placedheavyemphasison the way individualsevaluate themselvesand has shown thai
areas of self-co ncept can be investigated in co ntrolled scientific setti ngs. Diggory
placed a strong emphasis on competence as an aspect of self-esteem,
Each of the above approaches to self-concep t and self has added to the
understanding of human behaviour and the role played by self-concept in that
behaviour. The Freudian approach pointed out the necessity for looking at self-
co ncept both as a prod uct of what others do to an individual and as a detenniner of
what an individual does. The views of the humanistic theorists emphasized the need
for schools and oilie r organizations to develop grow lh-facilitating enviro nments.
Las tly, the cog nitive group of theorists through their ex perimental methods held
prom ise for more detailed explanations of the mechanisms by whic h the self-concept
was dev eloped and main tained.
Curren t Self.Theory
Unlike other areas of research, thestudy of sell -co ncept is not aligned with
any discip line in panicular. Altho ugh many thousands of self-co ncept studies have
been conducted, only a few researchers have publi shed a substanti al number of studies
or have con tinued researc h over a long period of time. Most self-concept studies
emp hasized other theoretica l constructs, and the interes t in selr-co rcept came from its
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assumed relevance fa other constructs.
Reviews of self-coneepi research(e.g., Wylie, 1974, 1979;Shavctson.Hubner,
and Stanton.1976; Wells and Marvell , 1976; and Bums , 1979) emphas ized the lack
of a clear theoretical basis in most studies , the poor quality of measureme nt
instrumentsused in assessing selr-concept, melhodological shortcomings.and a lack
of consistent findings. This lack of rigor may be explained by lIle failure 10 identify
self-concept with any particular discipli ne (Marsh, 1990b).
This same view was presented by Hansford and Hattie (1982) when they
claimed 'The literature on self has now reachedgiganticproponions and one may feel
inclined to describe it as an ill-disciplined lield" (p.l 23).
Lynch (198 1) co ncurred:
Self-concepthas generallybeen treatedby psychologists as an affective
variable that has implications for theirown personal personality theory
but not as a variable that has a theoretica l formu latio n of its own. As
a result . there are many singular and overly simplis tic notions abou t
self-concept but no unified theory that may be called a theoretical
formulation o f self-concept or of self-concept development (p.19) .
Marsh. Smith, Barnes and Butler (1983) suggested that "self-conceplli ke many
other psycho logical constructs suffers in that everybody knows what it is ami
researchers do not feel compelled to provide any theoretical dcfinilio n of what they
are measuri ng" (p.772).
In an attempt to c larify the status of the self-conce pt construct, Shavc lsun,
Hubner and Stanto n (1976) did a revi ew ofexhting empirical and theoretical researc h
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anddeveloped theirmultifacetedhierarchial modelof self-concept which incorporated
aspects from most the<J~:ical IX'!ition.~. They found thai the Iacets proposed in the
Shavelson mode l were nOI supported by empirical research . They were unable to
identify any existing lnsuumcms which measured the facets posited in their model,
and they found that the mullidimensionality of self-concept was not widely accepted
by allier researc hers . Shavelson et aI. (1976) speculated that the lack. of empirical
support was due to the poor quality of instruments that were used in self-concept
research. This needfor a suitable instrumentprovidedthe:impetusfor the development
and refinement of the Self-Description Ouestionnaire instruments (SDQ) which
includedmeasurements for self-concept in the specific domainsof physical abilities,
physical appearance , peer relations, parent relation s. reading, mathematic s. general
schoo l, general self, total academ ic, total non-academic , and roul self.
Seir-concepr is con sidered a critical variable in ed ucational research. However ,
the imprecision anddiversi ty of sen-concept definitions have created problems in se lf-
concept research (Byrne , 1982). In order 10 shed some light on this matter. more
recent definition s of self-concept will be considered
In general tenns, self-concept is one' s perceptions of oneself, while in specific
terms it is one's attitudes, appearance. skills, and social acceptabili ty (Jersild, 1965;
Labenne and Greene , 1969; West and Fish, 1973; and Byrne. 1984). Even though
there appears 10 be a wide eccepunce of the above definition by theorists, there is no
clear , concise, and universally accepted operational defini tion of self-concep t (Labenne
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and Greene. 1969; West and Fish. 1973; Wylie. 1974; Wells and Marvell. 1976;and
Han sford and Haltie . 1982).
Shavetson, H ubner. and Stanton (1976) developed a theoret ical dcfinition of
self -concep t. Broadly defined , it is a person's perceptions of him or herself fonned
through one' s experience with and interpretations of one' s environment . These
perceptions are influe nced especial ly by reinforcement s. eval uations by significant
oth ers , and one's attrib utions for one's own behaviour.
Markus and Wun (1987) defined self-concept as a ccllecrion of sen-
representation s and the workin g self-concept as thai subse t o f representations which
is accessible at a given moment. These representations vary in their structure and
function and have been given a variety of labels. They are activated depending on the
social circumstances at fhe time and the indiv idual's motiva tio nal state . Some of these
self-representations are more important and are more elabora te with behavioral
evide nce than others . Some are positive, some negative. some refer to past or future
experience s, while some refer to an indiv idual's here and now experience. Also. some
are representations of what the self actually is, while others arc what theself woold
like to be. ought to be. could be, or is afraid of being. In the literature these
representations are referred to as possible selves.
Acconling to Markus and Wurf (1987) , recent researc h on the self does no!
jnst reflect on-going behaviour but instead focuses on how the self-concept may guide
and co ntrol behaviour. In this sense. self-concept bas been viewed as dynam ic,
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rorcc:ru~ active andcapable of change. Theself-conceptinterprets and organizes self-
relevant actions andexperiences. bas motivationalconsequences, providesincentives•
.standards, plans. rules. and scripts for behaviour, and adjusts in response to chaUengeJ
hom the social environmcnL Virtually all of theearly theoretical statements on the
self-concept accord it this dynamic role. However, until very recently theempirical
work lagged far behind the sophisticated conceptions of how theself-system works.
The majol'ilYof se lf-concept research in thepast has been an attempt to rela te
complex global behaviour such as school achievement 10 a single aspect of the self·
concept, Iypically self-esteem.
Progressin research on theself-concept has come as a result of threeadvances.
The fmt was the n:alization that no longer can the self-cooccpl be explored as if it
were a unitary, monolithic entity. Secondly, wu the understandingthat the functioning
of the Kif-concept depended on both the self·motives being served <e.g., self-
enhancement) andon thecoofiguration of the immediatesocial situation. Thirdly, an
individual' s behaviour is constrained by many ffICton other than theself-concept.As
a result, the inn uentt of theself-concept will 001always be dim:tJy revealed in one'.
overt ecuoes. Instead, its impact will bemore subtle. in moodchanges. in variations
in what aspects of the self-concept are accessible and dominant, in social comparison
choices, in the nature of selr-presenution, and in the consuuction and definition of
one' s situation (Markus and Wurf, 1987).
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Markus and Wurf (1987) staled lhal the most drama tic change in the last
decade of researchon self-conceptcan be found in work on its structure IUId content.
Whether self-concept is defined in terms of hierarchies. prototypes. networks. spaces,
or schemes , researchers generally agree that the se lf-structure is an active one. Self-
conc ept began as a sing ular. static entity bUI has now become a multidimensional .
multifaceted. dynamic structure of self-representations.
The Hierarchial Model of Self-Concept
As discussed earlier, in attempting to clarify the sunus of the self-concept
construct, Shavelson , Hubner and Stanton (1976) reviewed existing theoretical and
empirical research and developed their multifaceted.hierarchial model of self-concept
(Marsh, 1990b).
According to Shavelson's (Shavetson. Hubner, and Stanton, 1976; and
Shavelsce andBolus, 1982)definition. self-conceptis a person's perception of his or
herself formed through one's expertencewkh and interpretationof one's environment.
These perceptions are influenced especially by reinforcements, evaluations by
significant others, and one's eunbutlon s for one's own behaviour. The organization
of self-concept is multifaceted and hierarchial.In this model, perceptionsof behaviour
at the base move to inferences about Ihe self in subareas (e.g., selr-concepr in
academic areas), then to inferences about the self in broader areas (academic and
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non-academic areas) and then to inferences about the self in ge neral (general self-
concept). As the individu al de velops from infancy to adulthood , sel f-concept becomes
increasingly multifaceted.
Shavc:lson and Bolus (1982) listed sevencritical features of theconstruct self-
concept:
It is organized and structured, in that people categorize the vast amounts of
lnrormadon they have about themselves and relate the categories 10 one
anothe r.
2. It is multifacete d, and the particular facets reflect the category system
adopted by a particular indi vidual and/or shared by a group .
3. 1I is hierarchial, with perceptions of behaviour at the base moving 10
inferences about the self in subareas (e.g., academic- English, history), then to
inferences about self in academic and nonacademic areas, and then 10
inferences about self in general .
4. General self-concept is stable, but as one descends the hierarchy, self·
concept becomes increasinglyspecificand as a consequence less stable.
S. Self-concept becomesincreasinglymultifacetedas the individual developsfrom
infancyto adulthood.
6. II has botha descriptiveand an evaluative dimension such thatindividualsmay
describe themselves (e.g., I am happy) and evaluate themselves (e.g.• I do
well in school),
7. It can bedifferentiatedfrom other constructs such as academic achievement
(p.l).
Sbevelson,Hubner and Stanton(1976)in theirrepresentationof thehierarchial
organization of self-conceptpresented generalself-concept at the apex. General self-
concept was divided into two components: academic self-conceptand nonacademic
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self-concept. Academic setr-concepr was divided lure subject matter areas (e.g.,
reading, mathematics) and then into specific areas within a subject mauer.
Nonacademic self-concept was divided into social, emotional and physical self·
concepts and then further divided into more specific facets in a manner similar to
academicself-concept.
To test Shavelson er al.' s (1976) model. Marsh and Sbavetson (1985) used
responses to the Self .De sLTIption Qu eSiionna ire instrument (500) by grades two to
five Australian students. Their findin gs supported the model. Howev er, the hieran::hy
proved to bemore complicated than originall y antici pated leading 10 a revision of the
model in 1988.
In support or the construct validity of a multifaceted self-concept. researchers
have found academic ach ievement to be more highly correlated with academi c self-
concept than with nona cademic and general self-concept (Byrne, 1984) . In addit ion ,
achievement in particular content areas was more highly correlated with selr-coocepu
in the matching content areas (Marsh, 1986).
There is no clear agreement about how general academic self-concept should
bedefined and existing research suggested that general self-concept, no matter how
it is defined, cannot adequately reflect the diversity of specific academic facets. In
order for academic self-concept research to carry out its role, the specific facets of
academic self-concept are more useful than a general facet (Marsh, Byrne and
Sbavelsoo, 1988). Marsh et aI. recommended that academic self-concept research
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emphasize multiple specific facets rather than a general facet of academic self-
concep t.
Self-Concept and ils Developmental Implications
Some theorists proposing modelson theself-concept Ie.g., Coopersmith,1967)
concluded tha t self-concep t is a unidi mensional construct which was best assessed by
combining an individual's self-evaluations across items tapping a range of content.
Items were given equal weight, and it was assumed that the IOtal score adequately
rerlecred an individual'ssense of self across variousareasof his or her life.
This unidimensional approach was challenged by proponents of a
multidimensional perspective. They argued that the unidimensional approach masked
important evaluative distinctions thai individuals make about their competence in
different domains of their life. Proponents of the multidimensional perspective
proposed models and adopted measurement strategics that identified the particular
domains of self-evaluation. assessing each separately. Such an approach provided a
profile of self-evaluations across those domains identified by the given investigator.
An alternative model was found in the work of Rosenberg (1979) who emphasized
global self-esteem as the general regard one holds for the self as a person. Rosenberg
acknowledged such global judgme nt as the product of a comp lex combination of
discrete judgments about ihe ';,;01£(Harter, 1989).
Harter's model of the self-concept represented an integration of the two
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approaches: the multidimensional nature of self -evaluative judgments as well as an
individual' s overall sense of self-worth which was consistent with Rosenberg's
conceptualization. This global self-worth was assessed not by combining domain -
specific judgments but by asking an independent sci of question s that tapped the
construct of self-worthdirectly. By conceptually and empirically separating domain-
specific judgments of competence from the more global judgment of one's worth as
a person, the relationship that specific competenciesbear to global self-worth can be
detenn ined.
Haner 's model of self-concept identified. specific domains 10 be included at
each developmental period across the life span as well as the age at which judgments
of global sel f-worth can be reliab ly obtained .
Haner and Pike (1984) demon strated that 4· to 'r-year-otds can make reliable
judgments abou t the following four domains: cogn itive competence, physical
competence, social acceptance, and behavioral conduct . These four dirrlr.nsions are
meaningful10young children in that their judgments about lhe self can bearticulated.
However, judgments across the domains cannot beclearly dirrerem..iated. According
10 Harter and Pike, children in this age range are incapable of mak ing judgments
about their self-worth (i.e., conscious, verbalizable concept of one' s worth as a
person). It is not until middle childhood that one can make meaningful and reliable
judgments about this global construct. This finding is consistentwith the evidenceon
children' s emerging cognitive abilities to fonn concepts.
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Th is docs not mean tha t you ng children do not possess a sens e of self-worth .
In rcccntcmpiricalwork, Haltiwanger and Harter(1988) proposedthat youngchildren
'ex ude ' a sense of overall self-worth as manifesled in certain behaviours. However,
they do nOl: have a verbalized concept of their self-wor th,as tapped by self-report
meas ures. According to Harte r (1989), during middle childhood the structure of the
self-concep t changes. More domains an: differe ntiated and the abili ty to make
judgments about self-worth emerges. Factoring procedures applied W the~
Perception Profile for Childre n (Haner, 1985) reveale d that childre n betwee n the ages
of 8 and 12 clearl y differe ntiated the five domains included o n this instrument:
scholastic competence, alhletic competence. peer social acceptance, behavioral
conduct, and physical appearance. In addition to these emerging discriminations,
children's responses to items asking about their global self··....orth indicated that the
concept takes on meaningin middle childhood.
Self-Concept ilnd AcademicAchievement
As is apparent from the precedingdiscussion, it is now widely recognized that
self-concept is a muhi-dlmemicnel construct. However, a review of the literature
indicated thai very often a unidimensional self-concept construct (general self-
concept) and generalized academic achievement were studied rather than a specific
self-concept construct (e.g., reading self-concept) and achievement in a specltlc
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subject area (e.g., reading), The focus of this section is to determine if research
findingsindicacea rclationshipbdween self-conceptandacademicachic:vc:menl/reading
ach ievement . The different types of studies and their results will bediscussed.
Hundreds of studies have been done which show a consistent relationship
between different aspects of self-concept and various school-relatedvariables which
include academic achievement (Beane, Lipka, and Ludewig, 1980). The lin t studies
we will discuss are studieswhichhave generalself-conceptandacademic achievement
as variables.
Piers and Harris (964) collected data from students in grades 3. 6, and 10. In
this study the correlation betweenself-concept and academic achievement was found
to bepositive but low. The relationship appeared to bestrongest at lhegrade-six level
(0.32). This value of 0.32 was comparable to the ccrre tenon of 0.36 reported by
Coopersmith (1967) in his study of students in grades 5 and 6. Also. Caplin (1969)
studied 60 black children and children from intermediate grades in two elementary
schools. He found a significant positive relationship between sett-coecepr and
academic achievement,
Marx and Winne (1975) in their investigation of Ilfth- and sixth-grade children
of low socio-economic status found self-concept to be positively but negligibly
related to academic achievement. Butcher (1968) and Mintz and Muller (1977) also
examined the relationship between self-concept and academic achievement wilh
elementary school students (grades 3 to 6 inclusive and grade'l 4 and 6 respectively).
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Their res ults were similar '10 previo us findi ngs in that a positi ve but low correlation
was demo nstrated between the two vari ables.
Howe ver. it is 10 benoted thai Bouc her (1968) intimated thai the instrumen ts
used in her study were not totally adeq uate for the w k. Also, Mintz and Milke
( 1977) fclt that ure instruments used in ihelr study may have Jed to the low
com::lati...ns.
Thomas and Hartley (1980) found thai dyslexic studen ts. aged 8 to 10 had
overal l lower levels of self-conc ept than cl assmates reading at or abo ve grade level.
Vereen (1980) reported similar findings in her study of fif th-grade students. The
stu dents who scored higher on reading ach ievement tests also obtai ned higher ra tings
on measures of self-concept. Those students whose reading scores were lower
obtained lower rati ngs on measures of self-concep t.
An investigation was undenaken by Bulkowsky and Willows (1980) to
determine specific self-perceptions that might contri bute to perfonnance and
motivational deficits in chi ldren with reading di fficulties. Fifth-grade childre n of
relatively good, average, and poor readi ng ability were assessed on tasks in which
success and failure were ma nipulated. The finding s were consistent with their
prcd lc tlons. The poor readers displayed low self-c oncepts and learn ed helplessness.
They were less persistent and less confident than good or average readers and they
attributed fai lure to persona l incompe tence rather than lack of effort or even bad luck.
Simi lar resul ts were found by Johnson (1981) in a study ()f boys aged 9- to Iz -yeers .
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In this study failing readers held low self-concepts, ertributed success to (actors
outside of self. and attributed failure 10 personal incompetence.
In another study, Toih ( 991) found different results. Her study investigated
whether significantdifferencesexisted in reading achievement and self-concept among
samples of above grade level readers, developmental readers, and below grade level
readers. There were 40 children in the study, from two heterogeneously grouped
fourth-grade clas ses in a private school, who completed measures of reading
achievement and self-co ncept. No slgniflcant differences existed between reading
achievement and self-concept in any of the groups. The investigator sugges ted thai
although the trend for above gradereaders 10have higher self-concept scores was seen
in the sample. the absence of a pattern of gradually diminishing self-concept scores
for the developmental sample and thebelow gradelevel sample might be due to the
relatively small sample size. The investigator felt that the same study would yield
resu lts more compatible with the research if the sample population were larger.
Rogers. Smith, and Coleman (1978) attempted to explain the relatio nship
between academic achievement and self-concept in terms of the social comparison
theory. They hypothesized that the relationship between self-concept and academic
achievemen t was shown most snu ngly within the context of lhe social compari son
group or classroom. According to this social compariso n lheory, the importan ce of
academic achievement for self-concept lay not in the child's absolute level of
achievement but in the c hildren's perception s of how their achievement compared
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with their clas smates, their social compariso n gro up. In their study there were 159
academic underachievers aged 6 to 12 from 17 different classrooms who were
administered achievement and selr-concepr tests . Result s were analyzed in two
different ways, and showed that on all seven aspec ts of the self-concep t measures , the
high reading achievement group held the highest self-conc ept scores and the low
reading ac hievement gro up held the lowest self-conce pt scores.However, when resuus
were analyzed, irrespectiv e of within class standing (i.e •• good, average, and poor
readers). there were no significant differences among gro ups in self-concept scores.
The results strongly supported the basic hypothesis that the relationship betwee n
acade mic achieveme nt and self-concept was stro ngly mani fested within the conte xt
of the social compari son group which in this case was the classroom. The students
com pared their levels of achievement to that of their classm ates and then forme d their
self-concepts based on the results.
Followi ng is a review and discuss ion o f studies that have academic self·
concept and academiclrc:ading achieveme nt as vari ables.
An ex tensive research study com prisi ng three projects over a six-year
inves tigation by Broo kover and his associates (Brookover, Patterson , and Thomas,
1962; Brookover, Le pere, Hamachek, Thomas and Erickson, 1965 ; and Brook over,
Erickson, and Joiner , 1967) tracked students from 7th thro ugh 12th gradein an effort
to de tenni ne the relationship of students ' self-concep ts 10 their acade mic
achieveme nts . They reponed that self-co ncept of ability (t.e., academic self-concept)
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was significantl y and positivel y related 10 academic achi evement. This finding WQS
corroborated by Singh (1972 ) in his study of seventh-grade Newfoundland studenl".
Marx and. Winne (1980) examined the relationship between academic
achievement and the academic, social, and physicaldimensions of self-concept in 419
childrenenroled in fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grades. Marx andWinne found academic
achievement and academic self-concept to be positively related.
Marsh. Parker, and Smith (1983) attempted to validate the between-networks
relations of self-concept and academic achievement for threediversesamplesof fifth-
and sixth-grade students. They reported lila! each of the nonacademtc self-concept
scores were virtually uncorrelated with each of the academic measures. However.
each academic self-concept score was subsumtially corrctau-' whh academic
achievement measures. In addition, the academic achievement measures wen: more
highly correlated with the specific academic self-concepi measure 10 which il was
mosl logically re lated (e.g., thecorrelation between reading achievement and self-
concept in reading) ,
Multi-trait multi-method analysis was used by Marsh. Smith, Barnes, and
Butler (1983) as part of a more intensive investigation that providedbetween-network
findings concerning sell-co ncept and academicachievement.This study was based 00
two samples of students in grades4, 5 and 6 and their results replicated the findings
of the study by Marsh. Parker, and Smith (198 3). For each of (he two populations,
academic achievement measures were uncorrelated with each of the nonacademic
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measures. Academic achievement measures were found to be most highly correlated
with the area-specific self-concept thai was most logically linked 10 the particular
academic achievement measure (e.g.• reading self-concept andre ading achievement).
Based on the results of thi s longitudinal study, the investigators suggested that
changes in self-concept over limeare multi-dimensional and are specific to different
dimensions of self-concept. Although self-concept was found to berelatively stable ,
changes that do take place are reliableandspecific 10particular faceu of self -concept.
In reviewing theliterature,studies conductedbetween the specific variablesof
academiclreadingachievement andreadingself-concept werealmo stnon-existent. The
following section will discuss four studies that were loc ated.
Jason and Dubnow (1973)conducted a study of 231 fifth-grades tudents and
found B significant relationship between self-perception of reading abilitiesandactual
achievement in reading. Brown (1992) in her study of 60 second-grade urban
Newfoundlandstudents found a significant positive relationship between readingself-
concept and reading comprehension. In her study of 90 slnh -grade rural
Newfoundland slude nts, Byrne (1993) concluded lh al there: was a significant
relationship between reading self-conceptand readingcomprehension.As well,Legge
(1994) in her study of 40 grade two urban Newfoundland students al so found a
significant relationship between reading self-concept and reading comprehension.
Acconling to Gorrell (1990), studies have pro vided mainly correlational
evidence for therela tiooship between sell-concepts and academic achievement. It has
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been concl uded by many wmers thai there is a predictable cause-and-effect
relationship betwee n self-co nfidence and pcrfonnance but self-conce pt theory has not
succeeded in demonstrating this phe nomenon as strongly and as often as proponents
of the theory would expect, A prevailingproblem associated with self-concept theory
and research has been that of using self-conc ept as a global construct employing
generalize d self-co ncept m ea sures to assess specific trea tment effec ts, althoug h thai
was not the case in thestudies conducted by Brow n (1992) , Byrne (1993), and Legge
(1994). De spite the fact thai many studies have shown positive corre lations between
self-concept and school ach ievement. furthe r investigat ions of the rehtionship arc
needed.
Causal ity Between Self-Concept and Academic Achievement
Byrne (982) stated thai there appeared (0 be Ihtle argument with the notion
thaione 's self-perception played a major role in influencing one's behaviour. As a
resultof using this rationale, manyresearchers have concluded tlun self-concept stands
in a causal relationship with academicachievement.
Studiesmade of kindc rgarten students' self-concept (Wattenberg and Clifford.
1964; McMichael, 1911; Strain. Kerr, Stagg. Lenkner. Lambert . Medlesohn, and
Franca, 1983; and Conero and Turner , 1985) all indicated that the sludents' self-
conceptswere already fonned before they entered school and that reading problems
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did not causepoor setr-concepts. [nstead. the poorself-conce pts had a negativeeffect
on reading achievement .
On the other hand , Kifer (1975) in his longitudinal study of students from
grades 2 through 8 revealed in his findingsthatsuccessful achievement is anrecedent
[0 a positive self-concept . Kifer argued that success and failure by them selves are not
sufficie nt but that it is the pat tern of successlfaihm: and the accumulations of
expe riences which affect an indi vidual's self-concept , Furthennore, the relation ship
became stronge r as success and failure became prolonged and as a pattern of
acco mplishmen ts emerged
Also, Calsyn and Kenny (1977) revealed academic achieveme nt as c ausally
sronger than sel f-concept . Their study involved 556 adolescents and was a reanalysis
of the Brookover er al. (1962. 1965, 1967) data over a five- year-periodusing cross-
lagged panel design .
Calsyn and Kenn y (1977) supported Scheire r and Kraut's (1979) conclusion
lilac self-concept was an outcome variable rather than a causal variable . They rev iewed
published SluWC3 and 18 doctoral di ssenations concerned with the impact of
interv ention pro grams on the self-concept and academic achieve ment of school
children and found no evidence of a ceu sal connection between self-concept and
acade mic achievement,
Markland and Han se (1984) followed a group of 46 underachievers from nrst
10sixth grade. They were tested for self-co nceptdevelopment at variousintervals. The
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results indicated thai the poorreaders always maintained a more negative self-concept
than a matched reference group, The students who had overc ome their reading
problem by sixth grade had developed a more positive self-concept. Markland and
Hanse suggested that these results implied that reading perfonnance in ihe school
influencedself-concept.
Other researchersreponed different findings. Mcintire and Drummond(1977)
in the ir study of 72 boys and 72 girls Investigated the relative contribution of a variety
of variables to self-concept. TI lt contributions of demographic , achie vement, and
global personality measure s were assessed. They did not find a causal relation ship
betweenacademic achievement and self-concept and they concludedthat personality,
rather than ac hievement, ability, or demogra phic factor s tended \0 be predictive of
self-concept. They also added iliaCtheir study still could not account for one half of
the variance.
Maruyama. Rubin. and Kingsbury (1981) employed causal modelling
techniques on longitudinaldata of 4-10 lS·yeat-olds. Their study suggested that self-
concept and academic achievement may not be causally related . Byrne (1986) drew
similar conclusions. She applied a structural equation modelto data coll ectedon 929
high school students to validate the self-concept construct. In this study. causal
predominancebetween academic achievement and self-concept WBS no t established.
Pottebaun,Keith. and Ehly (1986)tooksubjects from a large projectof 58,728
high schoolstudents in a longitudi nalstudy andappliedcross-laggedpanel correlation
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10 data collectedo n achieve mentand self-concept 10see if acau sal relati onshipr-ould
be found andthe di rection of thec ausality. The results sugges ted that therewas no
significan t causal relationship between self-concep t and ac ademic achievement.
Rather, the observed relationship was the resultof o ne or more uncontrolled and
unknown lhird vari able,for example social class or ab ility.
In summary , even th ough a definite Itla tionsh ip between the two constructs
has been empirical ly well-establish ed, the direction of causa lity has not yet been
determined. Some researchers i mply that self-co ncept de e rmlnes acade mic
achievemen t while others hold the opposing view th ai academic achievement is a
predominant determiner o f sell-co ncept (B yrne, 1982) . This c onclusio n by B yrne
supported the findi ngs from oilier reviews of the literature (Purkey, 1970; Zirkel,
1911; West andFi sh, 1973: Shavelson, Hubner. and Stanton, 19 76: and Scheirer and
Kraut, 1979). Others, inclu ding Purkey (197 0), maintai n that there is "a contin uous
interaction betwee n the sel f and academic achieve ment and that each directly
influences the other" (p.23 ).
Gende r andSelf-Concept
Wylie (19 79) in a comprehensive review emph asizing Ame rican research
conducted prior to 1971 co ncluded that ibere was no evidenc e of sex differences in
overal self-concept atany agelevel. However, she suggestedthe possib ilitythat there
are differences in specific component s of sen-conce p t that are 1051 whensum ming
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acros s items to obtain a totalsco re. Battle (1985) in his re 5elltCh al so reponed Ihal
there were no significant wffe rences in the vari ous dirneniions of self-con cept
(gene ral. socia l. home, an d schoon bUI he diddiscover that gains were made by boys
asthey matured. Also. Brown(199 2)fou nd nodifferences be tween mal esand fernab
in stu dents' se ll-concepts ofpeer andpare nt relations.In contrast, several Aus u:lIian
studies have shown th at boys have higher self -concepts Ihan d o girls. The sex.
diffe rencesmay depend uponthe componentof self-concept. iheage studied. an~ the
self-concept in strument being used (Conne ll, Stroobant,Sinclair,Co n nelland Rogers.
1975; andSmith , 1975 . 1978; as citedby Marsh. Bames, C airns, and l il1man . 19&4).
as w ell ascu lt waldiffe rences in the soc ialization of readi ng .
Marsh . Smah, and Barnes (1985) in a st udy of 559 fiflh -g rudc Australian
stude ntsconcl udedthat girls had a higher levelof reading sen-concept than boys but
bad a lower levelof math self-concept. Witltreg ard10reading self- concep t. Brown
(199 2) inher study of second-gra de urba n New foundland students reported similar
results with gir ls having a highe r level th an boys. However , Byrne (1 993) in her study
ofsix th-graderuralNewfoundland stude ntsandLcgge( 199 4) inher study of second-
grade urban Newfoundland stu dents concluded that there were no dllferences in
reading self-concepts bet ween boys and girls.
Teachers' behavioursand expecta tionsof boysand girlsmay beacon tributing
racrcr to diffe rences found in the sex es with regardto self-concept, Elaugh and
Harlow (1973) reponed that m ales received mo re attenti on than females do from
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teache rs and that when m e teacher is fema le this can result in lower self-concept for
femal es . Inco n trast, Samuels (1977) suggestedthough. thai females more than males
perce ived their teachers ' fet:ling s toward them as positive. Th ese re sul ts, although
confli cting, sho w the inff ueece o f oIhers on self-co ncept.
In summ ary. the relationship between gender and self-concept may depend
U)XH1 cultural differences, nationality, age, the self-c oncept ins tru ments being used, the
wording of th e items, and the specifi c aspects of selr-concepr that are being
emphasized. De spite the ambig uous findings, sev eral sex difference s on the §!!f:
DescriplionQuestionnaire developedby Marsh(199Oa)can be predictedon the basis
of se xual stereotypes in particular cultures (Marsh. Smith. and Bames, 1981).
Acconting to M arsh. Smith, and Barnes, girls in A ustralia, should have better self-
conce pts in reading while boys sh ould have better self-conce pts in mathematics and
physical abilitie s.
ParentalRelat ionships and S el f-Concept
According 10 Samuels (1971) the flISt "significant others" in the lives of
children art: their perems. Rese arch has tried to measure: specific parent-ch ild
proce sses that effect se lf-concept, There are several researchers who have pUI
cons ide rable em phasis on the " looking glass" theory (Cooley. 1902 ; and Gecas,
Catonico, and Thomas. 1974). This theory supported the predominance of reflected
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appraisals that c hildren received fro m signi ficant others. According to this theory,
how pare nts perceive and treat the ir childre n result in ar: unfavourable or favourable
self-concept. There are ether researc hers who have emp hasized th e -mode lling
theory" or "soctane emtng • theory (Bandura andWalters, 19 63; Bandura andKu pers,
1%4 ; and Bandura, 1969) which stressed the imitation of t:;<,: child of the parents'
behavi our. Thi s theory suggested that l child's sel f -co ncept was posi tivc:ly related tn
parental self-concept.
Researc h evidence has supported th e notion that acceptance o f self is re lated
to acceptance of others. When appl ied to parents and children. the treauncn l of
children by their parents can be e xpected to reflec t their self-feelings. Parents who
have accepted themselves are likely to accept th eir childre n, ueat their children
warmly, and have children whoth en accept themselves. In essence, both lhe"looking
glass "and the "modelling" theory amboth operative here.
Coopersmith(1961)found thathigher selt-concepu in children wereassociated
with"authoritative" parenu Actho nadve parents tended to havechil dren who were
self-assertive. independem, friendly whhpeers. and hada high motivationto succeed.
Coope rsmith claimedthai the reason why authoritativeparents related to highe r self-
concepts in childrenwas because thisstyle ofparentinghelped thechil d develop inner
controls and cleardefini tions. The parents alsoco nveyedthe messag e that the child
wasworthwhile.
3.
Yamamoto(1972) stated that the parents were thekey persons in self-concept
ceve topnenr. Formos t children. the nest yearsof their live s are in the home. Even
ailef" entering school and participa ting in activities, the home remains the ce nter of
children 's lives until they begin theirown home. As a result, the role of a paren t in
a child's psychological development assumesprime importance. Some parents need
a real il.1tion of the lmpcrunce of thefirst monthsof lifeand thecontinual aware ness
of the parental behaviourswhich influence a child's developing self-concept. Parents
are the rant people to affect the development of children' s self-co ncept and they
continue to be significant throughout the child's life (Labenne and Greene. 1969).
Felker (1974) also noted that in the nest years of life, the most important
signifk ant others ace the parents . Felker suggested th at parents influence the
devel opment of their child's self-concep t in three basic ways : as primary modelsfor
the dev eloping behavio ur ofthe child;as primary feedback agentsacknowledging how
the child 's behaviour is influencing others; and as the primary evaluator of the
behaviour of the child (p. 44).
Samuels (l977), in reviewing a group of studies, has summari zed the results.
The studies reviewed suggested that parental love manifested by warmth , supportive
enco urageme nt, reali stic expecadcn, consistency, and a balan ce between
protectiveness and reward rather than punishment was more likely to result in a
positive self-concept. In addition, mothers whohave positive self feelings were more
likely to follow ihe child-rearing practices just described.
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Swayze (1980) agreed with Yam amoto, Samuels, and Fe lker ill stating that
the home. the family and the parents were key figures in the life of children as the y
grow from infancy into childhood. then adolescence, and into adulthood. Swayze
re po rted that research indica ted tha c mothers who exhibited affectionate warmth
toward their childrenhadchildren with high self-concepts. Also. studies re vealed mal
falhen who look an active and suppo rtive ro le in child -rearing had child ren of h igh
se lf -esteem. Thus. a positive relations hip was found to exist between c h ildren with
high self-c oncepts and good parental relationships.
Am ato and Ochiltree (1986) reponed thai a family environme nt that w as
co nducive 10 the develop ment of compete nce was one in whic h a child ' s maS ICIj'
attempts are encouraged. children are given responsive and real istic feedbac k, and
their emotionalenvironment is one o f warmth and support.
A numberof studies werereviewedby Amatoand Ochiltree and the y reponed
tha t family environmentsthat promoted competencewere those that had the following
ch aracteri s tics:
1. Parents encourage the child to explore and manipulate the environment.
2. Parents talk frequently with. the child.
3 . Parents have a close, supporti ve relatio nship with lite c hild,
4 . Parents have high educational expectations and aspirations for the child,
5. Parents provide ass istance wi th schoolwork.
6 . Pare nts poi nt out the consequences of behaviour to the child,
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7 . Parents IISC authori tative, r..th er than authoritarian or pe rmissive styles of
paren ting.
8 . Family life is relatively freeof ovenconflict bet weenmem bers(p.48).
Amalo and Ochiltree (1986) concluded in their studythat self-esteem, which
was discussed as one Conn of com petence . was more stron gly assoc iated wilh
Interpersonal processes suc h as paren ts Lalldng to children and help ing urem, family
un ity, and parents' aspirations andex pectation s. rather thanwith suueturaj resource s
su ch as in comelev el or soc ial status .
Sil vernail (1 985) su m medup th e role orparen ts in this wa y:
Unque stionably, the parental care recei ved in th e early ye an play s an
enormous role in defining the chil d' s self-image. A supportive
environment , wilh man y stim u li and visi blelov e and care on the part
of parents, willenhance the development of a psychologi cally sound
and stable se lf-conce p t. Anopposle environment will. in all likelihood,
conuibute to the development of children who are psyc hologically
crippl ed (p .12).
To summarize, parents are the most imponant significant others in the firs t
years of life and are key persons in sell-concept devel opment . Parents whohave
positiVI" sell-concepts are likely to create an enviro nment w hich promotes the
development of pos itive self-concept! in their children. This warm, supporti ve
environment with respect between parent and child is cond ucive to developing
positive self-concepts in children.
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PsI. Relatio nships and $clf-CO!!Ctpe
A ccordin g 10fe lke r (1974) . a s child.re n mov e frrm their home e nvirenmem,
their sense of w ortb is ve sted10 a grcalU degree. in theco m peerce they lequi re.
During the preschoolperiod, the c h ild begin s 10j udge his selC-'MJrth pa nly on the:
basis of his compee rce with peers. The child who h.u not developed " sense (,r
belonging andth e s«uri l y lIlal ecccmpantes such a sensewill likely be hirKkred ILl
he move s out into the wor ld Iway from the famil y en v ironment. Fearfu lnesslind lad
of confidence will prevent good peer relatio nships an d rcsull in the be g innings (If a
negative selfoeoncept. In conuase, security provides the basis for con ncerce thaI
children can mc:c t thewor ld ....hh o in excessive fear . and. fee ling tha t Wy wi ll be
accepted as pano f thcsoc ial you p in which they find themselves. Once thcyslc p WI
into the wider world, lhc: ece peeenc e whic h they ha vedeveloped will enlwK:e lhe
beginnings of a positive self-concept .
"I1Jc follo winginformation wasbased on rese archprov idcxl by studies: usi ng
theFlorida Key (Pinkey. Cageand GrJYCs. 1973). "The SludenLS who scored hig h ill
relating identifi ed closely wilb classmates and g ot along ~II wilh classm a tes.
Students who sc o red low on relati ng seemed unable 10 involve uemse rves in sc hool
activitie s or with other s tudents. This lack of relating, resul ti n g in being ignored by
their peer group . is an intolerable situation for mos t uuden ts. Ccnsequemly, their
seltc oncept is affC(tcd.A s Slated by Maehr. Mensing, and N afeger (1962), it is cl ear
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thai peer rclatioo ship s have sign ificance inn uencc on self-concept.
Accordi ng 10 Samuels (I9TI), research indi cated Lbal children who fell good
abool themselve s lended 10 be adjusted socially and to be more accepted by their
peers. It appeared lIlat the socia l acceptance increased the self-roncept As the
chil~n succeeded whh their peers , they felt ben er about themse lves and continued
10 interact with them. On theother hand. children who worriedabout failing, because
of pasl experiences of fear , feci like failures so they do noc gel involved in a group .
The moreof a failure children perceive themselves. the men: inadequate they feel and
lhe less !hey get involved.
The follo wing sec tion will discuss studie s thaI investigated self-concept and
pee r relation ships.
Heathers (195.5) stedied 40 2- to 5-year-01ds at the ~Is Institute . It was
observed that social ly com petent children engaged more in social play , wen: more
asse rtive, and sough' allcntion or approval from childre n more than from adults .
Several researchers (Coope rsmith. 1959; Carlson , 1963; Williams and Cole.
1968 ; and Richmond and Wh ite. 1971) all studying fifth - and sixth·grade students.
found thai children with positi ve self-concepts were more likely 10 have high peer
status than the children with low self-conce pts.
Teigand (1966) in a study of fif th-grade students found that academic
achievers were better adjusted and chose n more often by their peen: in work andplay
sit.. ' tion s.
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Henderson and Long (1971) studied95 black lower-class children a year after
~hool entrance. They found that in comparing children 's self-social concepts (se1f-
concept of relations withothers), behaviourratings by teachers, and reading behaviour
of children, that the children in the first grade who were reading had a mature
independence. The nonreaders were overdependentand those whowere nOI promoted
were socially withdrawn.
In summary.it appearedfrom a review of the literature that childrenwho were
adjusted socially tended to be more accepted by their pee rs. As children moved from
the home environment 10the wider world. their competence withpeers enhanced their
self-concept. Fearfu lness and lack of confidence prevented good peer relationships,
resulting in the beginni ng of a negative self-concept.
Attitudes to Reading
Attitudes toward reading have been defined in many different ways. According
to Good (1973). an attitude is "a predisposiuoa to react spect ncatty towards an object.
situation. or value which is usually accompanied by feelings and emotions " (p.49).
Alexander and Filler (1916) considered reading attitude to consis t of a system of
feelings related 10reading. These feelings would cause a learner 10 eilher approach
or avoid a reading situalion. Smith (1990) defined reading attitude as "a state of mind.
accompan ied by feelings and emotions, that make reading more or less probable"
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(p.215). Also, Cothern and Collins (1992) defined attitudes as the long term result
of experiences and resulting beliefs which become "generalized and incorporatedinto
a brooder conceptual network representing the individual's understanding of cultural
expectations and consequences regarding behaviour" (p.86). In their study, Thames
and Reeves(1994), who drew theirdefinitionfrom the researchof reading authorities
and educational psychologists, defined attitude as a combination of feelings and
behaviours related to a specificlearning situation.Accordingto Thames and Reeves,
altitudes serve as a major factor in the learner's receptivity 10activities related to the
Ic:aming situation.
According to Trelease (I989), there are 42 million children in the United
Stales who can 't read, won', read, or hate to read. Educators have become
increasingly aware that nOIonly are there many illiterate individualswithin lilt United
States, there are a growing number of alliterate individuals. Alliterate individuals have
the ability 10 read, but choose not to. They lack the habit of reading (Vacca and
Vacca, 1993).
Several researchers(Heilman. 1972; Bond and Tinker, 1973: and Harris and
Sipay, 1985; as cited by White, 1989) have all indicated that if reading habits ere to
be retained in later life, attitudes toward reading must be developedand maintained,
Link (1984) concluded thai " a child's altitude toward reading affects hisJher reading
interest, and reading interest affects the child' s reading habits" (p.21). Dryden (1982)
claimed that the moS( crucial index of the kinds of readers that children will become
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is determi ned by their attitudes toward reading . Cullinan (1987) agreed with Dryden
in stating thai it has been widely believed by educational professionals thai the
development of positive attitudes toward reading in the formative years of schooling
will create students who are lifelong readers. Recently , reading theorists have been
emphasizing the imponance of the affective domain in reading educat ion (Cramer and
Castle . 1994; Kline. 1994; McKe nna, 1994; Nell , 1994; and Fisher, 1994). Smith
(1990) emphasized the imponance of developing positive reading habits among
students but stated that more research is needed 10 determine effective ways 10
promo te positive altitude development during the formative years of elementary
school.
Students' atti tudes to reading is an affective factor which has a role to play in
reading achievement . Roney (1984) felt that if children do not view reading as both
enjoyable and immediately useful they will not regard it favo urably and will fail to
develop the habit. As a result. they lack mouv..don to read and will nor read
(Allington. 1983; Anderso n et al. 1985; and Winograd and Smith, 1981), Because
time spent reading affects reading achievement. the reading achieveme nt of low
achievers is below gradelevel. Brown and Briggs (1989) stated that students who
develop positive altitudes toward reading will approac h reading Instruction with II
greater possibility of being successful.Kennedy and Halinski (1918) found that geed
readers have a more positive attitude toward reading lhan poor readers do. Also. the
poor attitude of disabled readers may have a negative effect on reading achievement.
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Positive: attitudes produce a mouvatlc nal stimulus that promotes learning while
negative attitudes result in a lack of motivation and persistent effort. Anderson,
Tollefson and Gilbert (1985) noted that "What is not predictable is whether lack of
pronctency in reading stems from unfavourable attitudes or whether it is the other
way around.Probably, me truth can be in either direction" (p.IS).
HeaLhingtonand Alexander (984) felr that teachers have recognized and been
aware of the importance of attitudes in reading. Positive altitudes have been
considered so important by teachers that it is rated on a higher scale than activities
such as sight words. word meaning, silent reading, structuralanalysis. or study skills.
Duffy and Roehler (1989) emphasized that it is just as crucial that teachers be as
systematic and dedicated to developing attitudegoals as they are to any other aspect
of reading. They staled, "At any stage of developmental reading growth, you must
includeattitude developmentas an importantpan of your reading curriculum" (p.84).
Fredericks (1982) maintained that the elementary school years arc crucial in
developing attitudes because attitudes develop early in a child's life. Data from a
review of 110research studies between 1900and 1977 (Davis,1978) indicatedthat as
teachersplan instruction they need to be awareof students' attitudes.Careful planning
on the part of the teachers can help studentsdevelop positive altitudes.
Cramer and Castle (1994) advocated four beliefs as central to any literacy
education program.
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1. Affective aspects o f reading are equal in imponance to cognitive aspects.
2. Affective aspects o f reading instruction are too often neglected .
3. Affective clements of reading can and should be measured.
4. More syste matic rese arch is needed in the affective areas of reading Ip.J},
According 10 Teal e (1983), attitudes cannot be eas ily meas ured. This has,
accordi ng to Cramer (1975) . hindered the study of altitudes toward re..ding. 11has
been hard 10adequately develop standardizedtools for measuring altitudes. However,
there is consensus that individuals do seem to have attitudes about reading. In order
to provide educators with a more accuratepicture of the expressedfeelings of students
toward reading, formalassessment techniques should beused (Epstein. 1980). Despite
frequent testimonies to the importance of developing positive aulnides, a 101 of
research has nol been done in this affective domain, and results have shown
contradictory outcomes (Cullinan. 1987).
In recent years, however, educators have made some important ~trides in
measuring affective elements. McKenna and Kear (1990) developed the Elementary
Reading Altitude Survey (ERAS) which was usedin the presem study. AdditionaJly,
HenkandMelnk.k(1992) created the Reader Self-PerceptionScale (RSPS) to measure
how intermediatelevelstudents feci about themselves as readers. This Instrument was
developedin response to calls in the proresslonaltnerature for instruments thai would
measure the way readers appraise themselves (Henk and Melnick. 1995).
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Attiludes to Reading and Self-Concept
Some researc h has indicated the existence of a relations hip between attitude
to reading and self-concepts. Research has shown that disabled readers often lack
motivationand exhibit poor altitudes toward reading and that these characteristicsare
often outgrowths of a negative self-co ncept (Cook, 1988).
Zimmennanand Allebraod(1965)studied71poor readersand 82good readers
from fourth- and fifth-grade classes. When comparing scores on the personality test.
the poor readers were below average on feelings of self-worth. self-reliance, and
bclongingness, and held feelings of discouragement and hopelessness. while the good
were better adjusted in every area. In one part of the study students had to create
stories. The good readers created stories emphasizing ef fort, practice. and long-term
goals while the poor readers composed stories that stressed discouragement and little
effort. Zimrnennan and Allebrand concluded that goodreaders were more internally
motivated and well-adjusted than poor readers which resulted in more effort and
persistencewhen strivingfor success.
Claylor (1979) found similar results in a study of 154 boys and 130 girls from
regular fifth-grade classrooms. Claylor demonstrated a positive relationship among
attitude to reading, self-concept, behaviour, and reading achievement. Students with
poor attitudes 10 reading also had low self-concepts, behaviour problems, and
diffICultywith reading. Quandt (1972) reported a positive com:lation between low
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altitude and low self-concept with the correlation becoming stronger as the students
aged. Additionally,Brown (1992) also concluded that there was a strong relationship
between grade two stude nts' reading self-concept and reading attit ude .
As well, Briggs (l98 7) stated that a student' s self-concept has an impact on
his attitude toward reading as well as the amount of effort pur forth. Briggs suggested
that if teachers can help students improve their self-concept, they will be belief able
10 develop positive altitudes.
Alexander and Filler (1976) proposed that there are two important phenomena.
counteractionand the spiralling process, present in studiesof self-concept and altitude.
Counteraction is the result of repeated negative experiences with reading, which
cause s the learn er to avoid the act of reading through disintere st. refusal . or lack of
effcn, The spiralling process may be applied to both proficient and poor readers. II
refers to behaviours associated with the act of reading which become increasingly
extreme in either a positive or negative direction making it difficult 10 redirect
behaviour.
Thames and Reeves (1994) felt thai an exploration of the interactive nature of
self-concept andattitudes toward academic areas is needed. It is not known whether
affective intervention first improves students' self-concepts, then their attitudes, and
then their perfonnances, or whether in the three areas there is simultaneous
improvement. Answers to these kinds of questions are needed in order for educators
to design intervention programs that will besuccessful with poor readers.
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Recent research by Henk and Melnick (1992) proposed 8 possible answer 10
these ques tions . According to Henk and Melnick, self-perceptions can impact upon
studen ts ' over all orientation toward the process of reading. Students who believe that
they are good reade rs probably have a rich history of reader engagement and ex hibit
a stro ng likel ihood of co ntinued positi ve inte ractio ns wilh prin t. In contrast, students
who perceive themselvesas poor readershave probably notexperiencedmuch success
in readi ng. It is very likely thai these students will nol loo k toward reading as a
source of gratification . Looking at the process of readi ng in this light, it is not hard
10 imagl ee direct l inks between readers' self-perceptio ns and their subsequent readi ng
behaviour, habits, and alti tudes. How students feel about themselves as readers could
clearly tnrluence whelher reading would be sought after or avoided. the amount of
effort that would be put into readi ng, and how pers istently co mprehension would be
pursued.
In summary , some researc h has indicated the existence of a relationship
between attitudes 10reading and reading self-concept altho ugh more research seems
warran ted. Also, funher researc h on the interactive nature of self-co ncept, atti tudes
toward reading and reading comprehension is required.
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Readin g Attitude and Achievem ent
Many ed ucators believe that studen ts ' altitudes toward readi ng are directly
related to their achievement in thai area. Teale (1983) slated that it is widely accep ted
that a positive attitude contributes (0 achievement and therefore . it should be
cons idered whe n assess ing readin g.
In general. the rela tionship between reading att itude and readi ng ach ievement
has been supported by research. Studen ts who read well usually CKhibit more positive
attitudes toward reading than do students who are categorized as poor readers. As
children experience a lack of success in reading, their attitude toward reading and
their expectancies about reading performance become more negative (Upso n end
Wixson, 1991). As attitudes become more negative. students pUI fanh less effort,
whic h then in turn produces a cycl ic pattern of failure (Butkowsky and Willow s, 19HO
and Dweck and Bempachal, 19 83). A number of researchers have found positive
correlatio ns between students ' attitudes toward reading and their achievemen t in
reading (Alexander and FiIJer, 1976; Hall, 1978; Fredericks, 1982; Wigfield and
Asher, 1984; Walberg and Tsai, 1985; and Byrne, 1993).
However, from a review of the li terature, this relationship demo nstrated
betwee n readi ng attitude and achie vement appears to besomewhat inconsistent. In this
sectio n studies will be reviewed that will point out that. despite the fact that there are
positive correlations between students' altitudes toward reading and their achieveme nt
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in reading , there arc inconsistencies.
An assessmentof students' altitudestowardreadingwas conductedby Johnson
(1964) with elementary students from four schools in Oregon. In general. there
appeared to be low positive correlations between students' expressed attitudes toward
reading and their scores on the reading achievement tool used in the study .
Cramer(1975)conducteda study on 124 11thand 12th grade students at two
Wiscomin high schools. The Estes Reading Altitude Scale was used to assess
subjccis' attituderewardreading. In Ibis study a significantcorrelation was observed
between reading comprehen sion and reading attitude .
Kennedy and Halinski (1975) administered a 70 item Reading Attitude
Inventory to 927 secondary students. Results showed thai good readers have 8 more
positive altitude toward reading than poor readers. A level students scored
significantly higher than B students, and B students scoredsignificantly higher than
students with lower grades. This study demonstrateda positive relationshipbetween
altitude and achievement.
Hall (1978) investigatedthe relationship or readingattitude to achievementin
rirlh-gmdestudents. A significancedifferencewas indicatedbetween every level of
achievement. High achievers had significantlymore positive altitudes Ihan either
middleor lowachieversand middleachievers hadsignificantlymorepositiveattitudes
than low achievers. Even thoughdata from the study revealedIhal achievementwas
highlycorrelated to readingattitudes, this did not implya cause/effect relationship.
"
Tbc resuhs su ggested thai when achievement improved. anilus arlen impro ved, and
when altitude improved. achievement oflen improved.
Crews (1978) conc luded thai alti tude toward readi ng and read ing achie vement
were significantly correlated at the: sixlh-gradc: level. This siudy investigated the
at titude toward reading of middle school students at the sixth-, sevenrh-, and eighth-
gradelevels . Attitudes loward reading and reading achieveme nt were not sign ificllJIIly
correlated at the seventh- and eighth-grade levels.
Roettger, Szymczuk, and Millard (1979) conducted a study concerned with
attitudes and achievement Inreading. They found that the correlation between attitude
and achievement scores was significant but low . Tbe y concluded thai despite the
assumption that . positive attitude is essent ialto read successfully, attillxlcs cannot
be used 10 predictacademic achievement.
Lewis (1979) studiedthe relationship between attitude and reading success of
149 third -, fourth -, and fUth·grade students. Their SCQR: S from a reading allillXlc
inventory were: correlated with combined scores on the SUblCMSof the: Mt tm poli!an
Ach ievement TeslS. There was a s tati stically s ignificant relation ship between the
reading attitude surve y and scores from the reeding tests. However, the low
mag nitude of thecorre lation lim ited the practical signifICance of the findi ng.
Lohman (1983) in his study investigated the anilUdcs of normal and disabled
reade rs toward reading . TIJesubj ects were 40 normal and 40 disabled readers from
grades 3 through 6. A standardized reading echlevememteSIwas used to determine
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whe ther students would be categorized as nonnal or disab led The Estes Attitude Scale
was used to determine positive or negative readers. Results indicated that there was
a significant difference in attitude toward reading amo ng the nonnal and disab led
readers . It was concluded by Lohma n that there was a greater numbe r of negative
readers and less positive readers among the disabled readers ' group than among the
nonnaJ renders ' group.
While (1989) found a low but consistent positive relationship between
sruceee' alti tude toward reading and reading achi eveme nt in grades 1 through 8.
Followingis a reviewof studies that were conductedto determine theattitudes
toward reading of gifted studen ts. Goostree (198 1) studied the readi ng interests and
atti tudes of fourth -, Iifth-, and sixth-grade students in Missouri . Goostree concl uded
that gifted students in ge neral have highly positive attitudes toward readin g. Bobel
(1981 ) studied a g ifted population andreported consi stently positive attitude s toward
reading. Also. Lin k (1984) inves tiga ted reading atti tude and interests of gifted and
talen ted students. The studen ts were in fourth through ninth grade in North Ce ntral
Texas. Thro ugh data co llected. it was fouod that gifted and talented students have a
very positive attitude tow ard reading .
Other studies tha t were reviewed revealed differe nt resu lts. A study by
Roettger (1980) was direc ted at the unanswered question as to why some s tuden ts
have a good att itude to ward reading despite hav ing difficulty with it. while other
s tuden ts who read vel')' well have very little interest in reading . Roet tger co nducted
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a stud y of founh -, firth-. and sixth-grade studenu who were selected because they
conlradicted thebelief that stude nts who read well have positi ve aui tudes . while those
who do not read well have negative altitude s. The students in the study had all
comp leted the Estes AttiTude Scales. Roettg er fourod that stude nts had dif ferent
expectations of reading . Students who achieved high on the: attitude assessment. but
had low performance. viewed reading as a tool for survival. High pcrfonnance
students wi th low attitude saw reading as a means of gaining infonnation to help them
gel good school grades. The commonly held belief that the high achiever has a
positi ve attitude toward reading may be erroneou s.
Foley, Booeker, and Crociata (1984) conducted. study with 60 seventh - and
eighth-grade 5tOOcn15 who had a positive attitude toward readi ng, regardless of their
achievement level. orthe60 pirti cipams, on ly S studenu revealed I negative attitude:
1 student in the low ability group..2 in the middJc ability grou p. and 2 in the high
:!l>i1ity group. Brown (1992) in her swdy of second-grade urban Newfoundland
students had similar resulu .
As well, Russ (1989) conducted a study on atbtude towanl reading in a
predominantly Hispanic East Los AngelesJunior High School. Thegiftedand talented
class showed a higher positive attitude toward reading than the comparison group
made up of three nonnal cl asses of grade sevens. This positive attitude correlated
significantly with exceptionalperformance on the reading section of the Califomia
ReadingTest However. sude nu whowere still reading far below gradelevel showed
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II very positive attitude toward reading.
To summarize, then, the results of the studies reviewed point out the
Inconsisten t re lationships betwee n reading altitude and achieveme nt. As Saks (198 1)
stated, "High achievers can have either high or low attitudes, and those with high
anhudes have high or low achievement" (p.t5- 16). Thames and Reeves (1994) fell
that during the past twenty-five years there has been an increased interes t in the
relationship between students ' altitude toward reading and their achievemen t in
reading. Ho wever, questions still remain about the exaCI nature of the relationship.
Auitude toward Reading and Grad e Placements
It has been shown through studies lhat pre-schoolers have positive attitudes
toward reading but that negative attitudes toward reading develop in the primary
grades (Shapiro. 1979). There is little evidence 10 indicae why these attitudes
become more negative. However, one of the reasons offered by Heathington and
Alexander (1984) was the fact that primary gradeteachers spent little classroom time
allempting to develop positive attitudes toward reading. Swanson (1982) slated that
when learning to read becomes more of a task, it is then that the negative attitudes
are established. This observation has been supported in the findings by Johnson
(1964); Arlin (1976) and Parker (1978).
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Chall and Snow (1982 ) maimalnedthat a major prob lem co nfronting educator s
was the decline of the acquisition of further literacy beyond grade 4. Holbrook (1988)
cited the 1979- t 989 National Assessment of Education Program in the Unit ed States .
II indicated the decl ine in readi ng proficiency and inte rest in reading beginning al
grade 4. Research results of Heimberger (1970), Chall and Snow (1982), and
Holbrook (1988) indicated that stude nts began to decli ne in reading profi ciency ami
reading an nude at grade 4.
Grade level diffe rences in students' a ttitudes Iow an! reading were found in a
review of the literature. Attitudes towardreading were assessed by Johnson (1964) in
four elementary schools in Oregon. The analysis of variance showed significant
differences in attitude Iowan! reading between the different grade levels. Johnson
concl uded that students in lower grade s indica ted bette r auitudc s tnward reading tha n
studen ts in each success ively higher grade tested .
Ashl ey (1970) determined that the peak time and th e greatest amount of
reading don e was found to occur in the 1()' to t 1- year-old range. He felt thai intere st
faded awa y sharp ly during the latter half of grade 6 and that the best chance of
encouraging good reading habit s lay in or before grade4 . Davi s (1978) found sim ilar
results . In revie wing 110 research articles concerning stude nts' attit udes toward
readin g, Da vis concluded that altitudes toward reading became less po sitive with an
incre ase in the age of the student s. As well. Crews (1978) fo und that slxth-grade
students reported significan tly more positive attit udes towardreading than did sevent h-
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or eighth-gradestudents.
Anderson, Tollefson, and Gilbert (985) found similar results. They conducted
a study investigating the attitudes toward reading and the self-reported reading
behavioursof276 gifted students in grades I through 12. Thegeneral trend acrossage
levels was forprimary students10have themost positive attitudes andeach advancing
grade level to have lesspositive mean attitudes.
White (1989) found that attitudes toward reading appeared to be maintained
thruughcut the grades until grade8 in whichthere was a decrease in attitude toward
reading.However, a studyby Rains(1993)of 156 Western Kansas studentsfoundthai
flfih - and sixth-grade students had a significantly lower positiv e attitude toward
academic and total reading than students in grades 1 through 4 .
This is in contrast to resultsofa studyby Askov andFischbach(1973) which
investigated the attitudes of 94 first- and third-grade students. In this siudy, grade
level was nol significantly relatedto attitude.
In summary, manystudies~n the reviewof theliterature indicatedthat students
have u more positive attitude toward reading in the primary grades and that this
positiveattitudedecreased witheach successiveyearthereafter. However,sincethere
were inconsistencies,nodecisiveconclusionscan yetbe drawnin Ihis area. According
10Cloerand Pearman(1992), moreresearchneeds 10be doneon student altitudes as
we approach thetwenty-first century.
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Gender and AttitudeToward Reading
Result s of the studies reviewed indicated thai there wen: mi xed find ings in u e
area of gender and altitudes 10 reading. Females, however, have gene rally been
recognized by reading experts as being more interested in reading than males and
having a morepositive: altitude toward reading(Askovand Fischbach. 1973; Kennedy
and Helinski, 1975; Aliin, 1976; and Wallbmwn,l..evine, and Engin, 1981),
However, Alexander and Filler (1976) when review ing differences between
gender groups recommended that teachersnot assume that girls have more positive
attitudes toward reading than boys. White(1989) stated that there area few beliefs
held by some teac hers that l1J\':sometimes, but not always. supponcd by research.
Because teacher expectations mayaffectoutcomes, these beliefs may behannful. One
of these beliefs is that girls have more positive altitudes toward reading than boys.
Atexander (1983)cautioned teachersinmaking assumptions about the effects that sex
mayhave on attitudes until the specific attitudes of students in thei r classroomshave
beenassessed. The teachers may discover thai the findings may be different than
expected. The following section will discuss studies that have indicated
differences betwee n males and females in their attitude!'.toward reading.
Johnsoo (1964) assessed students' attitudes toward reading. The I tests were
usedto test forsignificance in differencesbetween the attitude towardreadingof boys
andgirls. The results showed that themean differences in attitudes toward reading
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were blgberfor girls than for boys. Conclusionsreached by Johnson was lhat girls in
this study indicated slightly better altitudes toward reading than boys.
Crews (1978) concluded thatmiddle schoolfemale students in grades6, 7, and
8 reported significantly more positive attitudes toward reading than male students.One
of Davis' (1978) major conclusions was that some research studies reponed that girls
had more positive attitudes toward reading, somestudies reponed that boyshad more
positive attitudesandsome studies reponednodifferencein negative/positiveattitudes
and the sexof the participant.
Wallbrown, Levin, and Eogin (1981) did a study with 312 fifth-and sixth-
grade students (rom a rural northeastern Ohio school system. Their study provided
infonnation about gender differences in students' perceptions of their altitudes toward
reading. Resultsof the study showedthat boysare more likely to perceivethemselves
as having difficulty in reading and acknowledged the existence of this problem in
response 10attitudinal type questions.The meandifference between the boysand girls
was statistically significant at the .0001 level. The girls perceived themselves as
receiving more reinforcement from their teachers, parents, and friends in their reading
than boys did. Girls also perceived themselves as valuing reading for their intrinsic
worth as a source of information, learning, and emotional satisfaction 10a greater
degree than did boys. The study also indicated that boys had a tendency to become
more emotionally upset when reading than did girls.
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Gooseee (1981) when studying the reading interests and attitudes of founh- ,
fifth-, and sixth-grade gifted students in Missouri alsofound that females consistently
ranked higher in their attitude than boys . As well, Anderson. To llefson. and Gilbert
(1985) conducted a study investigating the attitude toward reading and the self-
reported reading behaviours of 276 gifted students in grades I through 12. It w as
concluded that significant sex differences in a ttitudes tow ard rea d ing were observed.
As a group females reponed more positive atti tudestoward reading than tlidmales.
Parker and Paradis ( ]986) studied 134 students in grades I through 6. The
attitudescores for girls tended to be more positive than for boys throup,hoUI grudcs
I through 6. However, caution was advised in ovcrgeneralizlng from the findingsof
the study because the mean differences between girls and boys was a pproximately
only four raw points in the primary gradesand six points in the intermediate grades.
A similar finding was found in a study involving 124 I l th and 12th grade Wisconsin
students. It was noted by Cramer ( 1975)that female students scored slightly higher
on iheEstes Reading Attitude Scale but the differences were no t significant.
Dwyer and Reed (1989) in s tudying th e effects of sustained silent reading on
the attitude of males and femaJes in secondary school fou nd iliac beys had
significantly poorer atutude:. toward reading than girls.
Ross and Reicher (1989) studied atthude toward re ading o f 189 rural
Tennessee children, and 202 children from a school in a uni versity town. ThC!iC
children were in grades 3. 4 , and5 . They discovered that girls had be tter altitudes
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than Day s.
Suh crsky (1989 ) stu died the attitudes of 272 s tx th- , seve n th- and eighth-grade
students in ihree school s in a rural area of the United Sues. Findings indicated that
femalemiddle schoo l student s' attitude s toward reading weremore positive thanth ose
of males. Inadditio n, Smith (l'.nO) found simil ar resul ts. Alongitudinal investigation
of reading altitude de velopmen t from childhood toadul thood was conducted bySmith .
Measure s of reading attitudes were collected from 84 subjects when they were in
grades 1,6, 9, and J2 and al so when theywere 5 years to beyo nd high sc hool. Smith
concluded Illal femal es had significan tly higher positive attitude scores thanmales.
R ichards (1991)con duced a studyto measure how learning disab ledchildren
perceived reading and libraries. The childre n were fourth - and fi fth-grade stude nts
froma middleclass suburban comm unity. The results of thestud y indica tedjhat girls
had higher average reading attitude scores than did bo ys. As w ell, Brown (1992) in
her study of 60second -grade urban Newfoundland stude ntsconcluded that boys had
tess positive attitudes than girls.
Comiff ( 1993) in her study to determine how boy s and girl s regarded
themselves as readers and their perceptions of what reading was all about found that
several gender spec ificresponsesemerged.The boys appeared to value reading for its
utilitarian uses more Ihan girls did. More girls lhan boys associated reading with
pleasure.
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Followingisa de scription of the s tudies in theresearch litera turethat reponed
no diffmnces beiween males and females in their atitudes toward reading.
HaU( 1978) pointed out that sex. is nola determiner o f more positive or more
negative reading altitud es. Female sdo nOI always havebetter lIUilud es IOWan! reading
than males. The conc lus ion rea c hed by Hallwas that teachers must teach reading
skills andwork onimprovingstudents' altitudes towardreadi ng withoutallo wingbias
toward sex to influence their a tti tude towardstud ents.
Hammons, Knafl e, Pascarella. and Cra mer (198 1) cond uc ted s tudie.~
com pare readin g attitudes of 320 students, half of which were fro man innercit y
schoo l andhalf from a suburban school . Results indicated thatthe sexor rbe sludents
had no effects on reading eniru des.
Byrne (1993), in herstudy of 90 sixth~grade rural Newfo umland slOOcnls .
failed to find a slgnifi c am relatio nship betw eenove ral attitude toreadi ng and gender.
However. ce rtain aspects of the Th omas Inv en10ry an d gender did correla te
sign ificantJy. Boys reported enj o ying readi ngles s andenjo yingreadin gto otbes les s .
As well, Leg ge (199 4 ) in her study of 40 second-grade Newf oundland sluden ts
concludedthat therewas nosig n ificant rel ationshipbetweeno~erall attitude to reading
and gender.
Follo wingis a de scription or studies that In vestigated whether childn:n thuught
of reading as a male or remaIe activity ,
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Mazurki ewicz ' s (1960) study whic h investigateds ocio-cul t ural influenceson
the ~~tli ng 8uiludes of children showed apositiv e relatio nship betweenfathers' and
sons' altitu des towar d ~ding. Beys as well as theirfathers thoug h t thaireadingwas
a feminine activity.
Johnson's(1976)study supported theidea ofsocio-cuhuraJrea sons forrcading
attitudes. Johnson stu died readi ng attituJes in {OUf counuies, England., Canada.
Nigeria,and the United States. Inboth England and Nigeria boys fellthat readin g
was (Of boy s. while in Onada and the United Sli!eSboys fell that readin g wasfor
girls. Johnson fell that thedifference cou ldbe attributed to cultural influences.
Edward!(1989)conduc ted astudy inthe UnitedStatesinvo lving100 children
fromgrades 1through 8 loin v estigatc whether childrenthought of reading as amale
or a female activity. Findings indicated that in grades 1 mmugh 4 boys regarded
reading as mostly a masculineactivity, while in grade: S . boysregarded reading as
mostlya masculine activity and girls regarded il llli mostl y a feminineactivity.
In summary. conclusion s from the stcdt es reviewed indica tedthat there are
mi xal findings in the areao f gender an d attitude 10reading. Edwards (1989) stated
thar based on ananal ysis of studies reviewed, it can be concluded thai, if boys do
think that reading is a femin int activity, it could be partly due 10socio-cultural
influences. Withsociocultural influences there areinflu e ncesfrom teachers, parents,
and society asI whol e.
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Gender and Reading Achievement
According to Maccoby (1976) , girls in the primary and elementary grades
usu ally show academic superiority over boys of the same age, especial ly in llreas
related to reading and language. According to Maccoby, this can beattributed to the
fact that girls mature faster than boys during the first years of life. Logically, il would
the n beexpec ted that girls would develop certain abilities earlier than boys.
Dwyer (1913) suggested four factors to explain sex differences in relation to
reading achievement. These were :
1. The differential rate or leve l of maturation
2. Content of basal readers
3. The negative treatment of boys by female teachers
4. The differential cultural expectations for tile male role
In a large sampletesting in the province of Newfoundlandand Labrador, the
resu lts of The Canadian Test of Basic Skills which was administered to grade four
students duri ng the fall, 1993. indicated that females exceeded males on the readi ng
subtest. The gradeequivalent score for males was 3.9 (39th percentile) while for
fe males it was 4.1 (46 th percentil e). Additionally, the number of male students who
received regular special educatio n (programsin languagearts and mathematics) for
the year 1993-1994 was 7,623 while the number of female students was 3,678. Th us,
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for Newfoundland and Labrador. it can be concluded from these statistics that girls
appear to be experiencing more success in readi ng than boys .
In the following section studies will be reviewed to determine if a signi ficant
relation ship between gende r and reading achie vement is reponed in the research
literature.
Gates (1961) cond ucted a study on gender differences in readi ng ability . The
subjects were 13,114 American ele mentary students. 6,646 boys and 6,458 girls in
grades 2 through 8. The studenrs in the study rookthe Gates Reading Survey Te m
of speed of reading , reading vocabulary and level of comprehension. Ev en in grade
2 (for which the tests were said to be so difficult the y were nOI recommended ) the
girls obtained higher scores on all thr ee teSL'I. The average for all grades on the tests
excluding grade2 showed a superiority of slightly less than 0.2 standard deviations
for the girls . The conclu sion arri ved at by Gates was that the study stro ngly can finned
thai on the average females significan tly outscored males on reading comprehe nsion
and vocab ulary.
Intern ational compari sons po int to girl s' greater reading achievement in the
Unit ed Stat es, and American studies corrobo rated them (Yarborough and Johnsen,
1980). Th ey found strong agreement among most inves tigator s that cultural factors
amVor teache r bias accounted for ear ly readingachievement differences. In their study
Yarborough and I ohnson found that boys lagged behind girls in reading until age 10
when sex differenc es became non-significant,
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WallbergandTsai(1985) useddata fromthe 1979-80National Assessment of
EducationPro gram(NAEP)in the United Stales.Thisprogramemp loyeda stratified.
multi -staged sampling design with oversampling of low income and rural areas 10
determi ne the predictive factors thatinfl uencedcognitive achievement and affective
facto rs as educational outcomes. A control variable. gender. was sign ificantly
," ~ .e lated wi th achievement and attitude . IIwas fOUMthat girls scoredhig her lind
expre ssed more interest in readi ng than boys.
Ostling (1992) revieweda recent reportcompiledby theWelle sleyCollegefor
Researchon Women.Thereport synthesizedhundredsof s tudiesof girls' ach ievement
from preschool through grade12. TheW e llesley authors concluded thatgirls do better
than boys in reading starting in the elementary years an d continui ng thro ugh high
school. Both the Wellesley R eport and the National Assessment or Educational
Progress In the United StaleS agreed tha t boys do worse in reading thangirls,
The Northern Territory DepanmentofEducation (1992)pub lishcd the results
of the 1992 Primary Assessment Program in ur ban NorthernTenilmy Schools in
Australia for students in year 5 and 7 . There was evidence that boys marg inally
outperfonned girls in the measurement s trandof mahematlcs but o n allreading tests
girls OUlpcrfonned boys.
Cloer andPeannan (1992) described resuhs from theNational Assessmentof
Educational Progress in theUnited States , These results showedth at females afages
9, 13, and 17 outperformed the male counterparts in each o f the si x reading
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assignments that WC R conducted from 1971 ~ 1990. It w as revealed by th e se data
(1991) that the reading proficiency of m ales still trailed thaI of females in 1990 II all
live levels o f difficulty. The gap between males andfem aleswas aboutthe same in
1990 as in 1971. Accordlngto Rains ( 1993), th is patern wasnot a recent one. Since
1932 boys haveoutnumbered girls in re medial reading classes r an ging (ro m 2:1 to
10:1 . However, Brow n (1992), Byrne ( 1993), and Legge (1994)i n studies of grades
two. six,and twoNewfoundland studen ts respecri velyfound nosign ificant relationship
bet ween ge nder and reading comprehension.
Some research basattrib utedachievement differences between boys andgirls
10 cull ural variables . Following is a de scriptio n of studi es and discussion of th e
lite rature re v iewed.
Kagan (1964) stated that sex ro le standards c ould be a faclor in school
achievement when he discovered that th e majority of grade two and three students
in h is study considered many school subjects in cluding booksto be feminin e.
Preston (196 2) also a ttributed ac hievement differences fa vouring A merican
girls over American boys to cultural variables. Because sex differe nces in
ach ievemen t appeared 10 be reversed among German school children. Presto n
suggc~tcd thaI cultural and e nvironme n tal factors rather than b iolog ical p rinciples
acc o unted for the sex differencesin re ading achevemem. Pre ston proposed th a t
German boys learn to readsuc cessfully p rimarily becausereading is a "normal activity
of the male" (p.3S3) in that country. According ro Preston (1 979), the opposite
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appeared uue for Ameri can males . Preston reported on research suggesting that
American boys pe rceived reading as a femin ine activity. and thus, not a nomllllm ale
activity. To demo nstrate hi s point.Pre ston(19 79) retumedto Gconnoy to examine the
effects of male and female teachers on the reading achi evement of boysand girls. lie
determined thai havingmal e teache rs did not helpGermanboys learn any better tha n
having female te achers.
Similar cesl/IISto Pre slOI1 (l 962) and K agan ( 1964) were found in a later s tudy
by Johnson (1972).111 Eng land and Nigeria boys out scorcdgirl s significan tly, while
in the United States and Canada th e: reverse was tru e. This in vesligation pointed lo
cultural rather than physiological factors as the so urce of s uch sex diffe rence s in
reading learning rae.
In contr as ric Pre ston's (1979) conclusions discussed above. modelling has
been th ought to play a role in gender differences in reading becau se societ y
encoura ges children to model the same se x. Most elementary teachers in North
America ale females. This hasbeen suggested as the reasonfor female superiori ty in
readingon this continent. Theopposite has be en found inEngland, Nigeria, and West
Gennany where most e le mentary teachers are male and the boys are superio r in
reading (Finn. Dulberg, and Reis, 1919).
Parsons , Adler, and Kaczaia (1982) found a positive correla tion between
parents" and teachers' expectations for chil dren"s achieve ment and their ac tual
achleve rrenr. Because of theirdifferent expectations forgirls anti boys, parents and
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teachers may reinforce different expectations betwee n the sexes daily.
In Canada. as well as France and some othe r non -En glish speaking countries,
girls an: better readers than boys. But in cross-cultural studies, Israel and Jordan. for
examp le, have no differences in reading achievement between males and females.
while in England. Nigeria. India, and Germany boys surpassed girls in reading
achievem ent . A similar study Wall cond ucted with fourth - and sixth-grade stude nts
from California and West Germany. American Californian females achieved
significantly higher scores than American Californian males in sixth grade. while
German females and males did not significantly differ at ei ther grade level. The se
res ults suggested tha i cultu ral rather than biologicalfactors are involved (Holbrook,
1988).
In summary. there are mixed findings in the research literature as 10 whether
there are differences between males and females in their reading achie vement. Factors
that wert di scussed as poss ibly causing any diff e rences between males and females
in reading achieveme nt were different levels of maturation. treatment of boys by
female teachers, differential cultural expec tation s. content of basal reader s. and
modelling by students of same sex teachers who in North America are predominantly
female.
CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND MErnODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to investigate we relationships among various
aspects of self-concept, gender , reading atti tude, and read ing comprehension in a
group of grade five students. The particular setr-conceo,s included studen ts' reading
self-concep t, students' self-c oncept of parental relati onships, and students' self-concepl
of peer relationship s. This chapter presents the hypotheses, desc ribes the sample
population , outlines the procedure s, and discusses the instruments used for measuring
purposes .
The hypotheses of this study are developed from the research que stions
presented in Chap ter 1 and are supported by the related research presented in Chapter
11. The testing instrument that was used to measure stude nts' reading self-concept ,
students' self-concept of peer relations and students' self-concept of parent relations
was we Self-D escrio tion Q uestionnaire-I (SDQ- I) . This instrument measures self -
concept in non-academic and academic areas . The testing instrument that was used to
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measure reading attit ude was the Elementary Reading Attitud e Survey (ERAS) which
gave three altitude measures (recreational reading attitude, academic reading attitude,
and full-scale reading altitude) The specific divisions of self-concept (students'
reading self-concept, students' self-concept of peer relations. and students' self-
concept of parent relations) and reading attitude (recreational reading attitude,
academic reading altitude and full-scale reading attitude) are reflected in the
hypotheses. To measure reading cornprehenslon,the Gates·MacGinitie ReadingTest,
o 5/6, Fonn 3. second Canadian edition was used . The following hypotheses are
stated as null hypolheses.
Hypothesis I:
Hypothesis 2:
Hypothesis 3:
Hypothesis 4:
Hypothesis 5:
The relationship between grade five students' self-conceptof
peer relationsand their recreational reading attitude willbe zero.
The relationship between gradefive students' self-concept of
peer relations and their academic reading attitude will be zero,
The relationship between grade five students' self-concept of
peer relations and their full-scale reading attitude will be zero.
The relationship between grade five students' self-concept of
parent relations and their recreational reading attitude will be
The relationship between grade five students' self-concept of
parent relations and theiracademic reading attitude willbezero.
Hypothesis 6:
Hypothesis 7:
Hypothesis 8:
Hypothesis 9:
Hypothesis 10:
Hypothesis II :
Hypothesis 12:
Hypothes is 13:
Hypothesis 14:
Hypothesis 15:
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The relationship between grade five students' self-concept of
parent relations and their full-scale reading attitude will be zero.
The relationship between grade five students' reading self-
concept and their recreational reading attitude will be zero.
The relationship between grade five srudems ' reading self-
concept and their academic reading attitude will be zero.
The relationship between grade five studen ts' reading self-
concept and their full-scale reading attitude will be zero.
The relationship between grade five students' self-concept of
peer relations and their reading comprehension will be zero,
The relationship between grade five students ' self-concept of
parent relations and their reading comprehension will be zero,
The relationship between grade five students' reading self-
concept and their reading comprehension will be zero.
The relationship between grade five students' recreational
reading attitude and reading comprehen sion will be zero.
The relationship between grade five students' academic
reading attitude and reading comprehens ion will be zero.
The relationship between grade five students' full-scale
reading attitude and reading comprehension will be zero.
Hypothesis 16:
Hypothesis 17:
Hypothesis lR:
Hypothesis 19:
Hypothesis 20:
Hypothesi s 21:
Hypothesis 22:
7S
There will be no difference between grade five males and
female s in their self-concept of peer relations .
There will be no difference between grade five males and
females in thei r self-concept of parent relation s.
There will be no difference between grade five male s and
females in reading self-concept .
There will be no difference between grade five male s and
females in recreational reading altitude .
There will be no difference between grade five males and
females in academic reading attitude .
There will be no difference in gradefive males and females in
full-scale reading attitude .
There will be no difference in gradefive males and females in
readin g compre hension.
Sample Population
Thi s study was conducted with three classes of grad e five stude nts of varying
reading ability in a three-stream elementary school in St. John' s. The entire grade five
enrolment consisted of TI students . However, not all parents conse nted for their
children to participate in the study. The re were 59 stude nts who did participa te. One
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student's score was consi dered to be outlying because she was a special education
student who demonstrated a gte .1t degree of difficulty in following the instructions and
coping with the comprehension test. Therefore, lhe study was conducted on the lest
scores of 58 students. 25 boys and 33 girls. However, 6 students were absent for pun
of the testing and as a result there were only 52 comprehension scores which included
24 boys and 28 girls.
Before beginning the research. permission 10 conduct the study was obtained
(rom the Ethic s Committee of Memorial University, (Appendix A), and also from
School Board Personnel, (Appendix B), and School Administration, (Appendix C). A
lene r was sent to parents explaining the purpose of the testing and asking permission
for their childre n to panicipate in the study, (Appendix D).
Testing took place on two separate days and each class was tested separately.
The self-concept and reading altitude tests were administered on one day and the
comprehension test was administered on another day of the following week. All LCSl~
were easily administered. The raw scores obtained on the three instruments were
computed and coded using the SPSS package. Following coding, regular correlational
analyses using the Pearson Product-Moment Method and regular I tests were
pcrfonned to detennine if the relationships among various self-concepts. reading
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auilude, reading comprehension and gender were statistical ly signincant.
The Seif-DesCrlDlionQuestionnaire-] (SOO·})
This test (Mars h, 199Oa) measures self-conce pt in four nonacade mic areas
(Physical Ability, Physical Appearance. Peer Relations and Parent Relations), three
academic areas (Reading, Mathematics and GeneralSchool), and a General Self Scale.
However , for the purposes or thisstudy, only two nonacademic areas (self-concept of
peer relations and self-co ncept of parent relations) and one academic area (reading
self-concept) were used. The raw scores for each of the three areas were summed and
recorded for eac h stude nt.
The Sel f-Description Q uestion naire-) can be administered indi vidually fY( in
groups (as was done in this study) and no special admin istration training is required.
Tola l testing time i.~ approximately 20 minutes. This consisted of the time requ ired
for the actual presenta tion of the tes t items, as well as time take n giving instructions,
and answering any questions the children may have had .
The lest co nsisting of 76 items altogether was admin iste red by the researcher.
The researcher read the items and the children were asked to respo nd to me simple
declarati ve se ntences (e.g., "I have lou of friends," "I like readi ng") wi th oneof five
responses:False, Mostly False, SometimesFalse/Sometimes True, Mostly True, True.
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Each of the eight Self-Description Questionnaire- ) scales being tested cotualncd
eightpositively wordeditems. An additional12 itemswere negatively worded in order
to disrupt positive response biases. These items were nor included in the self-concept
scores since research has indicated that young children and adolescents do not gwe
valid respons es 10 such items (Manh, 1990b).
An extens ive manual accompanied the lest. The manual included
administration insuucuon.uie theoretical framework uponwhich the Self-Description
Questionnaire· t is based. Also included were lhe percentile ranks and I scores by
grade level and sex (or the total and combined normative sample.
The primary basis for estimati ng reliabili ty in Self-Description Oucstionn',irc
research has been the internal cor -tstency of item responses on each of the full!:
Description Questionnaire scales. Coefficient alphas (or the Self-Description
Questionnaire-I based on jhe internal consistency of responses were computed for
the nonnat ive sample. Coefficient alphas for the eight individual scale scores acmss
all the responses varied from .80 to .92 (median = .86).
Because self-concept is a theoretical construct. a construct vll.litJation approacb
was used to lest the validity of responses to the Self-Description Oucstionn·tire-l.
This type of approach requires that Self.Description Questionnaire-t responses be
related to a variety of external criteria, and that each of its factors be significantly
correlated with other constructs to which it is logically related and less correlated with
constructs to which it is logicll.lly unrelated. In the validity research, responses to the
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Self-Description Questionnaire-1 were found to be relatedto age, sex, socioeconomic
status, academic achievement , teacher ratings of achievement and inferred self-
concept, peer ratings of inferred self-concept. responses to other self-concept
instruments, smdem self-anri butions for the perceived causes of their acacemic
successes and failures, and experimental interventions designed to e nhance self-
concept The Self-Descrip tion Questionnaire responses were systematically related to
these external criteria in a way lIlal was consistent with the theory, thus supporting
the con struct validity of the instrumen t (Mar sh, 1990b) .
Elem cnlary Read ing Attitude Surv ey (ERAS)
This is a group administe red test (McKenna and Kear,1990) which is designed
to ascertain attitudes toward reading of children in grades I through 6. The test
consisted of 20 items and look approximately 20 minutes to administer. The fmt 10
items reflected recreational reading attitudes and the second 10 items reflected
academic reading attitudes. Each item was a brief, simply-worded statement about
reading, followed by four pictures of Garfield, the cartoon cat . Each Garfield pose
depicted a different emotional state, ranging from very positive to very negative. The
test authors suggested emphasizing to the children that there are no right or wrong
answers to encou rage sincerity. A discussion of each of Garfield's poses (very happy,
a liltle happy, a little upset, very upset) was also recommended to ensure that the
children clearly understood each of Garfield' s moods before proceeding to the test.
The four-point scale of this test avoided a neutral central category which respondents
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often select in order to avoid co mmi tting them selves. Each statement was read aloud
slowly and clearly twice. The children were asked 10 circle the picture of Garfield
which de scribed how he or she fell.
The survey was scored by counting four points for the "very happy Garfield".
threepoints for the "e little happy Garfield", two points for "a liule upset Garfield",
and one point for the "very upset Garfield". Three scores were obtained for each
student: the tolal for the first 10 items related to attitude Iowanl recreational reading,
the total for the seco nd 10 items related to attitude toward academic read ing, anti a
composite score for all the hems on the survey. AU three scores were used in this
study.
A major advantage of the ERAS has been its extensive normlng. The ERA~
exhibits solid validity and reliability characteristics which are two critical auon ures
given the potentia l importance of attitudin al indicators (Henk and Melniclr.1995) .
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test
This is a group admin istered test designed to test vocabulary and
comprehension (MacGinitie and MacGinitie. 1992), For this study only the
comprehension subtest was used . The comprehen sion test measured the students'
ability to understand p'\Ssagcs of prose arid simple verse. The test eontained 14
passages of various lengths. with a total of 48 questions about these passages. Some
of the questions required constructing an understanding based on information that was
explicitly stated in the passage. Other question s required constructing an understanding
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based on informationthat was only implicit in the passage. Two practice hems to be
done with the children were provided The children had 35 minutes to work:through
the test. Level D 5/6, Form 3. designed for use with grades 5 and 6 was used.
The raw score W:!$ obtained by counting the number of correct items. Tables
in the manual allowed conversion of the raw scores 10 stemnes.I scores, percentile
ranks, grade equivalentsandextended scale scores. Only the raw scores were used in
this study.
Alt tevetsof the Qates-MacGinitie Readlrvz Tests have excellent reliability, and
reliability coefficients from the fall standardization testing for grade 5 (with Form 3)
are as follows: vocabulary .9 1. comprehension .9 1, and total (or vocabulary and
comprehension combined .95. Also, a number of steps were taken during the
development of this edition of the Gafes·MacGinitie Reading Tests 10ensure thai the
rests would be valid for most school reading programs (MacGinitie and MacGinitie,
19(2).
Anah sis of Data
The testing proceduresyielded three self-conceptscores(self-concept of parent
relations, self-concept of peer relations and reading self-concept), three reading
altitude scores (recreational reading attitude. academicreading attitude. and full-scale
reading attitude) and one reading comprehension score. Regular correlational
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analyses using the Pearson ProducI·M~nl Method were performed to cuminc
intercorrelatkms among thethree selr-conc:cpl scores, thethree readingattitude 5CCtt.~
and the one readi ng comprehe nsion 5COre. Regular I tests were: performed 10
deterrrrine the influence of gender on !lClf-conccp l, reading altitude and reading
compn:hension. Genderwu the independent variable andself-concept,rcal1ingaltitude
and reading comprehension. the dependent variables.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF OATA
The purpose of this chapter is to present an analysis of the data collected in
the study in order to determine if !he questions presented in Chapter 1 and the
hypotheses staled in Chapter III have been suppo rted. The specific questions that
were addressed were:
Are various seif-concepi scores and reading altitude scores related to
reading comprehension in grade five students?
2. Is there a relationship between various self-concepts and reading attitude in
grade five students?
3. Are there differences between grade five girls and grade five boys in
reading attitude, self-concepts, and reading comprehension?
Besides descriptive statistics which generated means and standard deviations
for the three tests, two statistical procedures were applied to the raw scores collected.
Regular correlational analyses, using the Pearson Product-Moment Method were
employed to examine the relationships among measures of self-concept, reading
attitude and reading achievement. I rests were used to determine the influence of
gender on self-concept, reading attitude and reading comprehension. Gender was
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conside red an indepen dent variable. and self-concept, read ing attitude and reading
comprehension were the dependent variables. In this chapter each of the hypotheses
is resta ted aod the data pertaining to thai hypothe sis is desc ribed. Tables are used to
report the findings as well. Then, lite data is examined and described .
Self-Concept and Attitudes to Reading
Measures obtained for the students ' self-concepts of peer relation s, scl r-
concepts' of parent relations and reading self-concepts were correlated. using ihe
Pearson Product-Moment Method. with the three reading attitude raw scores
(recreational. academ ic and full-scale) to see if any relationsh ips existed. The results
obtained relate to tests of the first nine proposed hypotheses. Each of the hypo theses
is restated and the significance of data relevant to it is discussed. The data coll ected
for all nine hypotheses is reponed in Table 1.
Table I
Peer Parent and Reading Self .Concepts and Reading Altitude
PEER
PARENT
READING
RECREATIONAl
.0046
.0906
.6.547"
..=p<.ClOl
ACADEMIC A I( reSCA I E
.177.5 .0925
.3978.... .2535
.4870" .6240"
....=p<.OI
Hypothesi s I: The relatbnship between grade five suiccms' sell-c oncept of peer
relations and their recrea tional reading attitude will ~ zero.
A correla tional coeffici ent of .0046 was computed betwee n grade five students'
self-concept of peer relations and their recreational reading attitude. The relationsh ip
was not significan t, consequentl y hypothesis I is accepted . Stude nts' concepts ufthcir
re lationship s with their peers are unrelated to their recreational reading anhudes
Hypothesis 2: The relationship between grade five students ' self-concept of peer
relations and their academic reading attitude will be zero.
A correlational coefficien t of .1775 was computed between grade five students'
self-concep t of peer relations i td their academic read ing attitude . The relationship was
Insignlflcaru, and hypothe sis 2 is accepted. Srudems ' concepts of their relationships
with their peers are unrelated to their academic reading attitudes.
Hypothesis 3: The relationship between grade five students' self -concept of peer
relations and their full -scale reading attitude will be zero.
A corre lational coefficient of .0925 was computed between grade five studc lllS'
self-conce pt of peer relation s and their full-scale reading attitude. The relationship was
not significant and the hypothesi s is acce pted. SIUw.::- tS· concept ions of UlCir
relationships with their peers are unrela ted to their overall reading altitude s.
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For lhe rm three hypothe ses, deal ing wilh therelations hip bet....een grade five
sludc nu ' perceptions of theit peer relations and readin g altitudes., no significanl
relationships coukl be found. leading to theaccep tance of these three hypothe.~s IS
staled. Then: is norelationship betweenthese gnde five students' self-conceptof peer
relati ons and their aUilude!: 10 rndi ng.
Hypothesis 4 : The rela tionship between grade five students ' self -concept of paren t
relations and their recreation al reading alti tude will be zero.
A correlationaJco:fficienl of .0906 wascomputed between grade five students'
self-conce pt of parent relations and their recreat ionalreading etutude. Th e relation ship
was not s ignifi canl. cooseq cenu y hypothesis 4 is accepted, Studen u ' con ception s of
their relalionsh ips wilh their parents arc unrela ted 10 their receauonar rea ding
att itudes .
Hypothes is 5; The relation ship between gradefive students' self-concept of pare ns
rdJlions and their academ ic readi ng aitilllde will be zer o.
A pos itive COIlTlationalcoefficient of .3978 wascomputed betweengradefive
stUilents' set r-coecept of parent rel ations and the ir academir. reading atti tude. The
relationsh ip was significant at the .01 level. There was a significan t po sitive
relutions hip bet ween grade five students' self-co ncept of parent rela tions and their
academic reading attituUc. This finding, th.:rc fore, indicate s that how these grade five
students con ce ive of their relations with their pare nts has some relation ship with how
they feel about academic reading. Students who have good relationships with t heir
parents feel positive toward academic reading.
Hypothesis 6: The relationship between grade five students' self-concept of parent
relations and their full-scale reading altitude will be zero.
A correlational coefficie nt of .2535 was computed between gr.llle five studenls'
self-concept of parent relations and their full-scale reading attitude . The relationship
was insignificant and the hypothesis is accepted.
For hypotheses 4 to 6 dealing with the relationship between grade five
students' perception s of their parent re lations and their attitudes 10 reading, a
significant correlation was obtained between self-concept of parent relations and
academic reading attitude leading to the rejection o f hypothesis 5. No relationship was
obtained between self-concept of parent relations and recreational and full-Scale
reading attitudes leading 10 the acceptance of hypothese s 4 and 6. However , there iR
a relationship between these grade five students' perceptions of their parent relations
and their academic reading attitude.
Hypothesis 7 : The relationship between grade five students' reading self-concept and
their recreational reading attitude will be zero.
A positive correlational coefficient of ,6547 was computed between grade five
studems' reading self-concept and their recreational reading auitude , Tbe rela tionship
was significant lit the ,00 1 level. There is a strong, significant relationship between
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these grade five students' reading self-conceptand their recreauonal reading attitude.
Students who like 10 read for leisure tlJrposes have good reading self-concepts while
those who do not like to read for lei sure purposes have poorer reading seu-concepts.
Hypothe sis 8: The relationship between grade five studen ts' reading self-concept and
their academic reading attitude will bezero.
A positive ccrreladonal coefficient of .4870 was computed between grade flve
students' reading self-concept and their academic reading altitude. The relationship
was significan t at the .001 level. There is a strong. signiftc ant relation ship between
these grade five students ' reading self-concept and their academic reading attitude.
Students who feel they are good academically have good reading self-concepts while
those students who feel they are nor good academically have poorer reading self-
concepts.
Hypothesis 9: The relationship between grade five students' reading self -concept and
their full-scale reading attitude will be zero.
A positive correlational coefficient of .6240 was computed between grade five
SludenlS' reading self-concepl and their full-scale reading aunude. The relationship
was significalll at the .00 1 level. Them is a strong, significant relationship between
these grade five students' reading self-concept and their full-scale reading altitude.
For hypotheses 7 through 9, dealing with students" reading self-concepts and
their attitudes 10reading, significant positive correlations were found, leading to the
"
rejection of hypotheses 7 through 9. There is a significant . positive: relationship
between these gradefive students' reading self-concepts and their attitudes 10 reading.
For these gradefive students, no significant relationship was found between their
perceptio ns of their peer relations and their reading attitude and their perceptions of
their paren t relations and their recreational and full-scale reading attitude. However,
a significant relationship was found between these studenas' perceptions of theirparent
relations and their academic reading attitude. Also. a strong. significant relationship
was found between these grade five students ' reading self-co ncepts and all aspect s of
their altitude to reading.
Self·Con cepl and Reading Comprehension
The raw scores obtai ned on the peer relations ' self-conce pt. parent relations'
self-concept and reading self-concept were correlated with reading comprehension
scores to detenni ne if a relations hip could be found between these se lf-concepts and
students ' reading compre hension at the grade five level. The results obtained
pertaining to hypothe ses 10 through 12. arc presented in Table 2, and are disc ussed
be low.
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Table 2
Peer Paten! and Read ing Self-Concepts and Read ing Comprehenfion
Guss-MacG jnitir
PEER
PARENT
READING
-.r1172
·. 1800
.4868·
• == p<.OOl
flypothesis 10: The relationship between gradefive students' self-concept of peer
relations and their reading comprehension will be zero.
When the raw scores for peer relations' self.-eoncept were correlated with the
raw SCOleS obtained on the G alcs-MacGinil ie Reading Te~t. com prdle nsioo subtes t,
a negative corJ'tlalional coefficient of ·.(J772 was obtained. This correlation was ROC
statistical l:;- ~ign i fican t. and therefore , indicates thai there i, no relations hip between
these grade: five studenu' percepcces of their peer relations and their reading
comprehension.
Ilypolhesis II : The relationship betweengradefive studenlf' self-concept of parent
relations and their readl ng comprehension will be zero.
A negative correlationalcoefficient(-.1800)was also found betweengrade
five students' self-concept of parent relations and reading comprehension. This
correlation was ROC significant, and therefore. indicates that there is no relationship
9 1
between these grade five students' perceptions of their parent relations arid their
achievement in comprehension.
Hypothesis 12: The rela tionship between grade five students' reading sen-concep t
and their reading comprehension will be zero.
When the scores obtained for readingself-concept were correlated with r:ading
comprehension, a positive correlatio nal coefficient of .4868, significant al the .IXII
level, was found. This indicates that there is a strong relationship between grade five
students' readi ng seif-concepi and their achievement in reading comprehension.
For hypotheses 10 through 12 dealing with grade five:students' peer relations,
parental relations and reading self-concepts and their reading comprehensio n. a
significant. positive correlation was found for reading self-concept :!ntl rcaJin~
comprehension. leading to the rejectio n of hypothesis 12. No relationsh ips were
found between peer relations and parent relations' self-concept, leading 10 the
acceptance of hypotheses 10 and 11. For these grade five students, there is a
relationship between their reading self-concepts and their readi ng comprehensio n
achievement. There is not, however, a relationship between these grade five students'
self-concept of their peer and parental re lations and how well they perform in reading
comprehensio n.
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Reading Al1ilude and Reading Comp rehension
To determin e if grade five students' altitudes to reading are related to their
achievementin reading comprehension. the scoresobtainedfor recreational, academic
and full-scale reading attitudes werecorrelated with the readingcomprehension scores
on the Gales·MacGinitic Reading Isst. The data from these correlatio ns are reponed
in Table 3 and answer hypotheses 13 through IS.
Table 3
Readin g Att itudes and Reading Comprehensi on
Gate$~MacGinitje
RECREATIONAL
ACADEMIC
FULL-SCALE
. ..", P< .OI
,4285"
.1476
.3226··..
Hypothesis 13: The relationship between grade five students" recreational reading
attitude and reading comprehension will be zero.
.At. pos itive co rrelational coefficient of .4285 was computed between grade five
students' recrea tional reading attitude and reading compreh ension . The relationship
was significant at the .01 level which indicates that there is a relationship between
these grade five students' recreatio nal reading attitude and their achievement in
9J
reading comprehension.
Hypothesis 14: The relaticnshlp between grade five students' academic reading
altitude and reading comprehensionwill be zero.
When raw scores obtained for academic reading attitude and for reading
comprehensionwerecorrelated.a correlationalcoefficientof .1476 wasobtained. This
correlation was nOIsignificant and indicatesthat for this groupof grade five students,
no retauonshfp exists between their academic reading altitude and their reading
comprehension.
Hypothesis 15: The relationship between grade five students' full-scale reading
attitude and reading comprehension will be zero.
A correlational coefficient of .3226 was obtained between measures of full-
scale reading altitude and reading comprehension. This correlation was significant at
the .05 level, and therefore. indicates that there is a relationship between these grade
five students' full-scale reading altitude and their reading comprehension,
For hypotheses 13 through 15 dealing with grade five students' attitudes 10
reading and their readingcomprehension. significant correlations were found between
recreational and full-scale reading altitude and comprehension. thus leading to a
rejection of hypotheses 13 and 15. No relationship was' found between academic
reading attitude and reading comprehension. leading to an acceptance of hypothesis
14.
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An overal l correlation al matrix depicting the correlational coefficien ts and
levels of significance between the three self-concepts (self-concept of peer relations ,
self-co ncept of parent relations. and reading self-concept). the three reading attitudes
(recreational, academic and full-scale), and reading comprehension is reported in
Table 4. The table provides an overview of all the significan t and non-significant
relauonshlps computed using the Pearson Product-Moment Method of corre lation.
Table 4
CORRELATIONAL MATRIX - ALL VARIABLES
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PER PAR RSCON REChT ACAT FULLAT COM!'
PER .1322.0046 .177S .0925 -.0112
PAR .0907.0006 .3978" .25;S ·. I I\(Xl
RSCON .1322 .0007 .6547· .4810"' .6240· .411(>11•
RECAT
.-
.0906 .6547· .42l1S· ·
ACAT .m s .3978· · A87O' .1476
RlLLAT .0925 .2535 .6240· .3226" ·
COMP -.0072 ·.I SOO ...... .428S" .1416 .3226· "
Note.
PER Sen-Concep t of Peer Relations
PAR Self-Co ncept o f Parent Relations
RSCO N Reading Self-Co ncept
RECAT Recreat ional Reading Attitude
ACAT Academ ic Readi ng Attitude
FULLAT Full-Scale Reading Attitude
COMP Reading Comprehe nsion
"'''''p<.OO I .'" '" p<.OI
."' . ""p<.05
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Ge nde r and Selr-Conce pl
To deiermire whether gender has an influence on these grade five studenu '
self-concept ratings, I tens were performed Gender wascon sidered me independent
variable and peer relations, parent relations and reading setr-coocepa were outed as
depcrxjem variab les. On the next page the hypolhe~es pertaiulng to gender arc restated
and the data obtained are discussed.
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Hypothesis 16: Th ere will be no diff erence between grade five males and female s in
their self-concept of par relation s.
When the I lest was used to test for significance between males' and females '
self-concept of peer rela tions, the mean, as reported in Table 5. was slightly highe r
(or the males (males, 30.7600, femal es, 29.424 2) bur this sligh t mean diff erenc e Wil "
nor signific ant with a proba bility of .468 . This means that hypothesis 16 is accepted
and mal the gender of a grou p of grade five studen ts has no significant influenc e on
their self-concept of peer relations .
Table 5
I -tW ' Gender nod Pe er Rel atio os' :' e!f .Concrpl
Number Standanl Standard
or eas es Mean Qev iglion Error nf McHn
MaJes 25 30.7600 7.468 1.494
Females 33 29.4242 6.41R 1.117
MeaD djffen:nct; - 1 3358
Variances r- value Degrees of
Freedom
2-Tailcd Standard Error
Significance of Differe nce
Eq",U .73 S6 .468 1.826
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Hypothesis 17: There will be no differencebetween males and females in their sef-
concept of parent relations.
Again, the I test was used to test for signi ficance between males' and remales'
self-concept of parent relations. The meanfor the males was 35.3200 while the mean
for the females was 34.0000 (fable 6). The mean .....').~ slightly higher for the boys but
was nor significant with a probability of .379. This indicates that hypothesis 17 is
accepted and thai gender has no significant influence on the self-concept of parent
relations in this group of grade five students.
Table 6
Males
Females
T-les!: Gender and Parent Relations' Self-Concept
Number Standard Standard
ofQ,sc:s Megn Ds;yij!lioD E ITQTof M eqn
25 35.3200 5.907 1.181
JJ 34.0000 5.379 .936
Mean djffereDi1': - 1 3200
Variances t - value Degreesof
Freedom
2-Tailed Standard Error
Significance of Difference
Equal .89 56 .379 1,488
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Hypothesis 18: There willbe nodiffcrcncc between grade five males and females in
reading self-concept.
The I test was also used to lest for significance between grade five males ' and
females' reading self-concepts . Means of 31.2000 for males and 32.8485 for females
were computed (fable 7). The difference was higher for the females but was nor
statistically significant whh a probability of .362. This indicates that hypothesis 1B is
accepted. Gender in a group of gradefive students will have no significant influence
on their reading self-concepts.
Table?
I_irS!' Gs;nder and Reading Self-CooerV'
Number Standard Standard
of Ca;Se§ Mean pcybtjQD ErrnfQ(Mepo
Males 25 31.2000 7.314 1.463
Females 33 32.8485 6.315 1.lJ99
Meandjffen=nce • 1 6485
Variances t· value Degrees of
Freedom
2·Tailed Standard Brrcr
Significance of Difference
-.92 56 .362 1.793
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Gender and Altitudes 10Reading
Hypothesis 19; There will be 1\Odifference betweengradefive malesand femalesin
recreational reading attitude .
To e st for significance between males ' and females' recreational reading
attitude, the I test was used. As reported in Table 8. the mea n for females wa s
32.7576and the mean for maleswas 30.0800. The mean difference washigher fOT the
females. but was n OI statisticallysignificantwith a probability of .071.This indicates
the:acceptance of hypothesi s 19.Gender has no significanl influenceon these grade
five stude nts' recrea tional reading altitu de.
Table 8
T -ts:s!' Gender and Recrs;aljQnal R eAding Anitude
Number
oC Case s
Males 25
Females 33
Standard Standanl
MeAn p eyj atjon Error of Mean
30.0800 5.507 1.101
32.7576 5.472 .952
Mean difference - · 2 677 6
Variances to value Degrees of
Freedom
2-Tai kd Standard Error
Significance of Difference
-1.84 56 .071 I,4SS
10\
Hypothesis 20: There will beno difference between grade five malesand renules in
academic reading attitude .
When the I test was used to test for significancebetween males' and females'
academicreading attitude,the males' mean was 28.8()(x) while the females' mean was
29.6364 (Tab le 9). The mean differe nce was slightly higher for females but was not
statistically signi ficant with a probability of .526. Hypothesis 20 is accep ted. Gende r
has no significant influence on gradefive students' academic reading altitude.
Table 9
I.rrS'· Gende r and ACi!demjc Read ing AUjuu!c
Number
ofOses
Males 25
Females 33
Standanl Standard
Mean DeybtjgD Error of M CilD
28.8000 4.690 .938
29.6364 5.116 ,891
Megu diffe ren ce . - 8364
Variances t- value Degree s of
Freedom
2·Tailed Standard Error
Significance of Difference
-.64 56 .526 1.309
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Hypolhesis 21: There will benodif ferencebetween grade five males andfemales in
full-scale readingattitude.
The I test was also used to determine the significance between the me an
scores that were obtained on the males' and females' full-scale reading attitude test.
111e mean for the males was 58.8800 while the mean for the females Wag 62.3939
(f able 10). The mean for altitude Is higher in favour of the girls, while the mean
difference is not significant with a probability of .174. Hypothesis 21 is accepted .
Thereis no difference in males' and females' full-scale reading aturude in Ibis group
of grade five students.
Table 10
T-tesr Gender lindFull-Scale Reading Attit ude
Number
or Cases
Males 25
Females 33
Standard Standard
Mea n Deyj atipn EqQT of Me an
58.8800 9.593 1.9 19
62.3939 9.666 1.683
Mta" difference - .3 5 139
Variances t· value Degreesof
Freedom
2-Tailed Standard Error
Significance of Difference
Equal -1.38 56 .174 2.555
un
Gender and Reading Comprehensio n
Hypothesis 22: There will be no difference between grade five mal es and females ill
reading comprehen sion.
To lest for significance between males' and females' reading com prehens ion
scores, the I test was performed . The mean for lIle males was 26.5000 while the
mean for the females was 29.7143 (Table 11). While the mean for lhe females was
higher. this mean differe nce was not significant wilh a probabilit y of .24K, and
therefore , hypothesis 22 is accepted . The gender of this group o f grade five students
has no significant influenc e on reading comprehen sion.
Table 11
T-Iesl: Gende r and Read ing Comprchcn !\ion
Deyiatinn Erro r pf Mean
Males
Females
Number
prOWs
24
28
Mean
26.5000
29.7 143
Standard
10.583
9 .253
Standard
2.160
1.749
Mean di fference - -32 143
Variances I- value Degrees of
Freedom
2·Tai led Standard Brrnr
Significance of Diff erence
Equal -1.17 50 .248 2.150
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Sumtnarv of Findings
Reg ular co rrelational analys is and I tests were perfonned in order 10analyze
the data collected in fiis s tudy and to deci de whether to acce p t or reject the stated
hypotheses. A number of s ta tistical ly signific ant relatio nshipswere found These will
be listed firstly. Following , those relationships which could not be suppo ned
statistical ly willbe given. As well, a summary of the gender fin dings follow.
For this grou pof grad e five students statistically signific ant rela tionships were
found bet ween:
Slul!enlS' self-concept of p arent re la tions and academi c reading atti tude
(h ypothesis 5).
2. students' re ading se lf-concept and recreational reading attitude (h ypothesi s 7).
3. stu dents' re ad ing self-concept and acade mic reading attitude (hypothesis 8).
4. s tudents' re ading self-concept and full -scale reading attit ude (h ypo thesis 9).
5. s tudents' readi ng se lf-concept andreading comprehension (hypo thesis 12).
6. students' recreatio nal reading atdtude and reading comp rehensio n (hypothesis
13).
7. s tudents'full-scale reading atti tudeand readingcomprehension(h ypothesi s 15).
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For this groupof grade fi ve sludenLl, the following rclJtio ns hips wert: nor
signifi cant:
students' self-co ncepl of peer relations and recreational reading anhude
(hypothesis I).
2. students' selr-co ncepr of peer relations and academic re ading auitedc
(hypothesis 2).
students' self-concept of peer relalions and full _scale reading anuude
(hypothesis3).
4. students' self-co ncept o f parent relations and rec rearlonat reading 111litudc
(hypothesis 4).
5. students' self-concept of parent relations and fu ll-scale reading auirudc
(hypothesis 6).
Sluden ts ' self-concc plof peer relati onsand reading c om srchensior (hypOlhcsis
10).
students' self-concept of parent relations and reading compre hension
(hypothesis 11).
studen ts ' academic reading attit ude andre ading comprehe nsion (hypothesis
14).
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There wereno differen.ces betwten:
1. grade livemalesand feanales in their self -concept ofpeer relations (hjeothe sis
16).
2. grade five males and females in their self -concc:pt of parent relen o ns
(hypotlle~is 17).
3. grade flve males andfemales in their reading sel f-concept (hypo thesis18).
4. grade fivemalesand females in jheir recreational readingalul\lde (hypothesis
19) .
5. grade fivemales and Females in their academic reading altitude (hypothesis
20).
6. grade: live males and Femeres in their full-scale reading altitude (hypothe sis
21).
7. grade fivemale sandfemales in their reading co mprehen si cefbypoihesis 2 2).
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY,DISC USSION,CONCLUSIONS, EDUCATIONALIMPLICATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATiONS FOR FUR TI-fER RESEARCH
In this chapterthe studywill besummarized and conclusionsarising from the
findings willbediscussed . Secondly, educationalimp lications willbepresented basal
on the re sults of the study. Thirdly, recommendations for fun herresear ch wi ll be
addressed.
Summarylind Conclusions
This study deve loped from a review o f the literature reg anling the
interrelati onships among studen ts' concep ts of parental relationships, peer
relationships. reader setf; reading attitude, gender, and reading compre hension .
Theprimary purpose of the study was to Investigate tileinl:em:lationships
among the various aspects of se ff-concepr, gender, reatling alliludc, and reading
comprehension in a gro up of grade five students in the City of S t. John' s . The
particular self-co ncepts includedStu dents' se lf-concept of peer relations , selr-coocept
ofparent relations, and reading self-concept. The speclncquestionsaddressed were:
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1. Are various self-concept score s andreadi ng altit ude score s related to readi n g
co mprehension in grade live st udents?
2 . Is therea relationship betwee n various self-concepts and reading attitude in
grade five students?
3 . Are there differences betwee n grade five males and grade five females in
readingalt itude, self- concepts. and readi ng comprehensio n?
The sllldy was condu cted with 58 grade flve students, 25 boys and 33 girls.
of varying reading ability in a three -stream elementary schoo l in the City of St
John's. Th e students were administered three tests over a two-day period to measure
reading a ltitude, reading com prehension and self-concept The tests used were th e
Scl f-Descrimion Qu estionnai re·! (SDQ'!) to measure self-concept, the El ementary
R eading AnillKle Survey (ERAS) to determine reading attitudes and the Gates-
MllcGiniti e Reading Test to measure reading comprehen sion. Th e testing procedure s
yiel ded th ree self-concept scores, three reading altitude scores and one readi ng
comprehension score. Regul ar corre lational analyses were perfonned to exami ne
inrercorrelations among the threeself- concept scores.the threere ad ing atti tude score s,
and the one reading compre hension score. Regular I tests were performed to
de termine lhe influence of gender on self-con cept, reading attitude and readin g
co mprehension. A number o f significant relationships werefound
HW
Self.Conce ptsand R eading Alti tudes
Self-Concepi of Peer Rel ations a n d Reading Attitudes
When the self-concept of peer rel ations' scores were corre lated wi th the
reading attitude scores, no significant relatio nships were found.These results were
alsofo u nd by Brown (1992) ina s tudycondu ctedwilh grade two students in a hi ghly
similar urban setting. This finding support s the fi nding of Sm ith (197 1) who stated
thai eve n thoug h children mayenj oy good. peer relations.their altitudes with re gan!
to educational endeavour morec loselypattern after their parents.
Self-C oncept o f Parent Relations and Readi ng Att i tudes
In corre lating st udents' selr-concepu of pare nt rela tions' score s with their
reading attitudes scores, II signi fican t po sitive relationship was found between
studen ts ' self-concepts of parent relation s and academic reading a tti tudes. b ut 1101
between their se lf-conceptsofparenrrelatio ns and recreational reading auilOOc or their
full-scale readi ng attitude, This would indicate thai chlldrcn who had good
relationsh ips with their parents, exhibited Ievourable atti tudes to ward academic
reading. Coopersmith (1967), Yamamoto (1972), Felker (1974), Samuels (1977),
Swayze (1980) , Silvernai l (1985), and Amato and Dchiltree (1986) all strongl)'
emphas izedthe importan ce of a positive home environment and its effcct upon the
development o f positive self-concepts in c hildren. Because thillpresent study found
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asignffkam relationship between reading self-concept andreadi ngaltitudes,one could
logically conclude Ihal a positive home environment could alsoresult in positiv e
anitude s mward reading.
Amato and Ochil tree (1986) reponed that a home environment that was
conducive 10 the development of compe tence was one in which a child's m astery
attem p ts arc encouraged, children are given responsive and realistic feedback , and
theirem otional environment is one of warmth and support. Theyalso notedthat such
a home envlrrm nent had parent s that talked frequen tly wit h their child, had a close
suppo rt ive rel ationship with their child. had high educ ational expectations and
aspira uoos for theirchild and assisted the childwith homework. Again, sucha warm,
supporti ve home env i ronment could result in children having positive reading
altitude s.
If children have goodparentalrelationships. thenthere should be less confli ct
in the home and childrenwould be less likely to rebel against ass igned homework
limes . ChildTen would vcry likely follow therules anddo all the assignedac ade mic
activ ities. II would be veryprobable tha t these c hildren would ha ve more positive
altitudes toward academic reading.
Brown (992) in herstud y of seco nd-grade readers in B high ly similar urban
settin g , found a relationship not only be tween self-concept of parent relatio ns and
acade mic readin g attitu de, but between self-concept of parent relations and
recreational reading atti tudeand full-scale reading auitude. A plausible expt ena don
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for west diffe~nce$ between studies in highly similar selling! is Ulal as SluOcnts
mature, parents may spend less timesharing books with theirchi ldrenand involving
themselves in their recreational readin g as was done in liteprimary grades. By the
time children reach grade5. the focusof parents may be uponacademic reading (i.e .•
reading informational texts, h elping children study for tests).
The significantrelationshipfound between self-co ncept of parentrefuure s lUld
academic reading attitude points out the need for positive. supportive home
environments and strong parent/child rela tionships as they havea stronginfluence on
self-concept development and academic reading attitude.
Reading Self·Conccw andRead ing AttilUdes
Significant positive correlations were also found between susdcnts' rellding
se lf-concept and three reading anitudemeasures. These findings arecorroborated in
the research literature. Zimmerman and Allebrand (1965 ) in studying 82 gootl and
7 1 poorreaders from fourth- and fifth -grade classrooms found a positive re lationship
be tweense lf-concept andreading atti tude. The poorreaders had. poor self-concepts,
poor attitudes to reading,and heldfeeling sof discouragementand hopelessness. The
good readers werebetteradjusted and weremace internally motivateddisplayi ngmore
effort and persistence when striving to succeed. Claylor (1979)foundsimilar results
in his study of 154 boys and 130 girls fromregular fifth-grade classrooms. Claylor
demonstrateda positive relationship between auitude to reading andse lf-concept.
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Students who had poor attitudes to readi ng also had low self-concepts and difficulty
with readi ng. Quandt (1972) also reported a positiv e correlation betwee n low readi ng
attitude and low self-concept with the correlation becoming stronger as the children
aged. Additionally, Brown (1992) in her study of 60 second-grade urban
Newfoundland ch ildren concluded that there was a strong relationsh ip between
students' read ing self-conce pt and readi ng atti tude.
In this present study a strong relationship was found betwee n grade five
students ' readi ng self-concept and their readi ng attitudes. This finding indicates that
for both parents and teachers it is extreme ly important that they encourage me
development of positive reading self -concepts and readi ng atti tudes in their children.
Childre n need to feel pos itive about themse lves as readers and both teachers and
parents as sign ificant others playa crucial role in the enhancement of children's
reading self-concep t! and reading attitudes. Positive expectations by paren ts and
teacher s also have an im portant influ ence on childre n's success in reading.
Childre n who feel competent and lik.e readi ng are likely to engage in reading
more a"':~ conseq uently, become more skilled at reading . Accordi ng 10 Stanovi ch
(1980) , time spent on reading is generally consi dered to co ntribute to increases in
reading comprehens ion. This phenomenon is know n in the readi ng literature as the
"Ma tthew Effect" or a "rich get richer" phe nomeno n. Those childre n who are reading
well and who have good vocab ularies, will read more and learn more word meani ngs.
Hence , they will read eve n better.
III
Self.Concepts and Reading Co mprehen sion
Self·Conc ept of Peer Re'ation~ and Reading Comprehension
No significant relationship was foundbetween grade five students' self-concept
of peer relations and their reading comprehension. This indicates thai peer relations
had no influence upon these grade five students' reading comp rehe nsion . Similarly,
Brown (1992) in her study of 60 grade two urban Newfoundland students, reported
the same findings . On the other hand, Henderson and long (1911) in studying 95
black lower-class children in grade 1 found thai the nonreaders were socially
withdrawn while the readers had a more mature independence.Hendersonand Long's
sample. however, was different from the sample of grade five students in the present
study in that the present study did not have any nonreaders. Also, Teigland (1966) in
a studyof ruth-grade studentsfound that achievers were better adjusted and had better
peer relations than underachievers. Thus, no overall conclusions can be drawn from
this present study since the findings from various settings withdiverse learnersdiffer.
Self-Concept of Parent Relations and Reading Comprehensio n
No significantrelationshipwas foundbetween grade fivestudents' self-r.oncept
of parent relations and their reading comprehension. Brown (1992) also reported the
same findings in her study of urban Newfoundland children.
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ReadingSelf-Conceptand ReadingComprehension
A significant . positive relationship was found between reading self-concep t
and reading comprehension in this group of grade five students. Those students who
were better comprehcnders had more positive reading self-concepts. This significant,
positive relationship would confinn the findings of Wattenberg and Clifford (1964),
Caplin (1969), Thomas and Hartley (1980). Vereen (1980), Marldand and Hanse
(1984), and Carrero and Turner (1985) who found a significant relationship between
an overall or comprehensive concept of the self and academic achievement. The
findings from this present study also confirm the findings of researchers who found
a significant relationship between academic self-concept and academic/reading
achievement (Brookover, Patterson, and Thomas, 1962; Brookover, Lepere,
Hamaehek, Thomas and Erickson, 1965; Brookover, Erickson, and Joiner, 1967;
Singh. 1972; Marx and Winne, 1980; Marsh, Parker, and Smith, 1983: and Marsh,
Smith, Barnes, andButler, 1983). Relatively few studies were available in the research
literature between the specific variables of reading self-concept and readin~
achievement. The findings of this present study coofumed the findings of those
researchers who considered specifically reading self-concept (Jason and Dubnow,
1913; Brown, 1992; Byrne, 1993; and Legge, 1994). And according to Mlt sh and
Sbavetson (1985), Interna1/Extemal Frame of Reference Model, there is a strong,
positive direct relationship between reading self-concept and reading achievement.
\IS
Theresults armis present study emphasizetherole of reading self-concept in
the reading achievement of elementary studems. These data prov ide funher support
for pare nts and teachers to create positi ve supportive environments both at home and
in school to promote children's self-concepts as readers. We must ensure that our
children feel positive about themselves as readers by pro viding them with positive
experiences in successfu l readi ng situations and having strong expectations for their
success in reading. In such an environment childre n will fee l confident in risk-tak ing
as they read and will feel comfortable if making mistakes. If parents and teachers
expect children 10 become reade rs and uta! them as such, then, it is more likely that
they will become readers.
Reading Attitud es and Reading Comprehension
Significant positiverelationshipswerefound betweenboth the recreeuoneland
full -scale reading attitudes and reading comprehension but not between academic
reading attitude and reading comprehension. This indicates that students who have
positive recreational reading attitudes arc be tter comprehenders . In this study ,
academic reading attitude is unrelated to readi ng comprehension.
Many of the studies in the researc h literat ure considered reading attitude as a
general attitude and did not consider the specific components of recreatio nal and
academic reading separately. Thefindings in this presen t study, with theexception of
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academic reading attitude. lendconfmnation to many of the studies in the rescan::h
literature that have produced positive~latiOO!l between slOOentl' altitudes ooward
reading and their reading achievement (Cramc:t, 1975; Kennedy and Halinski, 1975;
Alexander and Filler. 1976; Crews, 1978; Hall, 1978; BOOd, 1981; Goostree. 1981;
Fredericks. 1982; Wigfield and Asher, 1984; Walberg and Tsai, 1985; and Byrne
1993).
No signiflCanl relationship was found betwee n academic reading attitude and
reading comprehension. For Ihe 58 children who participated in this study, 64% of
them had a lower score on the academic reading attitude then on the recreational
reading altitude. A plausible ellplanationfor lhis Jower score for 64% of thechildren
is thaI academic readlng does not involve the same pleasure as docs recreational
reading which has u its main pwpose reading for pleasure. ll\e types of activities
involved in academic reading wereasked as questions on the Elementary Reading
AltitudeSurvey thetest that was usedin this study to measure reading attitudes. The
questions asked included the following:
I. How do you feel when the Icad lel' asks you questions about wha t
you read'
2. How do you feel about doing reading workbook pages and worksheets?
3. How do you feel about readi ng in school?
4. How do you feel about readi ng your school books?
~ . How do you feel about learning from a book?
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6. How do you feel when its time for reading class?
1. How do you feel about the stories you readin reading class?
8. How do you feel when you read aloud in class?
9. How do you feel about using a dictionary?
10. How do you feel about taking a reading test?
Swanson (1982) found that young children have relatively positive attitudes
toward reading in (he bcgirming stages of learning 10 read, but that it is only when
learn ing to read becomes a task thai negative reading attitudes began 10 develo p.
These gn-de five students may be finding academic reading experiences to be more
task-oriented and less pleasurabl e involving practice and performance while
recreational reading experi ences tend 10 be more pleasurable.
Parental involvement in early childhood may be another factor influencing
these grade five students' academic reading. In the early childhood years, these
children may nor have had enough academic readingexperiences to develop a strong
academic attitude. The se parents may not have expected the ir children to answer
questions about books, or to retell stories when they wereread to by parentsor ouier
significant omen. They may not have had frequ ent expo sure to infonnational books
and may have had more recreational reading experiences. In fact, their first academic
readi ng experie nce may have begu n in school .
II is interesting 10 note thai Brown (1992) and Legge (1994) in their studies
of grade two students in similar urban settings reported that there was no significant
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relationship between reading attitude and reading achieveme nt. The abse nce of a
relationship may be explained by the age of the children in their studies. It is possible
that these children may have had a positive attitude toward reading regardless of their
abili ty to comprehend materials read. As Rains (1993) reponed. fifth- and sixth-
grade children had a significantly lower positive attitude toward academic and total
reading than children in grades 1 through 4.
In conclusio n, the grade five students in this study who have positive
recreational reading attitudes are better compre henders of materia ls read and those
who display more negative reading attitudes have more difficuily in comprehe nding
materials read. The academic reading attitudes of these students have no influence
on their readi ng compre hension. However , their overal l or full-scale readi ng attitude
does in fluence their readi ng comprehension because Ihere is a significant, positive
relationship between their full-scale reading attitude and their reading comprehension.
Gender was found 10 have no significant influence on these grade five
students' self-co ncept of peer relations, self-concep t of parent relatio ns, readi ng self-
co ncept, the three measures of reading attitude (recrea tional, academic andfull-scale)
and readi ng comprehension.
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Gender and Self-Concepts
The fact that gender was not shown to significantl y influence the particular
self-concepts studied(peer relations,parentrelations and reading)is encouraging.This
finding indicates that boys perceive themselves just as (lQsitively as girls in all three
of the self-conceptareas studied.
This contradictsthe findings of several Australian studies that have shown that
boys have higher self-concepts than girls. although the genderdifferencc:s maydepend
upon the componenl of self-concept. theage, the seu-concepi instrumem being used,
as well as culturaldifferences in socialization of reading (Connell,Stroobant,Sinclair.
ConnellandRogers.1975; Smith. 1975; 1918;as cited byMarsh.Barnes, Cairns. and
Tjdman , 1984). The findings of thepresent study docs. however, strengthen Baltic ' s
(1985) research findings, where no significant differences in lhe various aspects of
selt-concepr (general, social, school, home) could be found. But Battle did find that
gains were madeby boys as they matured. fn addition, Brown (1992) in her study of
grade two students in a highly similar urban Newfoundland setting found no
differences between boys and girls with reganl to self-concepe of peer and parent
relations. Funhe r studies of peer/parent relations' self-conceptand genderdifferences
are warranted.
The fact that there are no differences in these grade five boys' and girls'
reading self-concepts is a positive finding. This finding indicates that boys perceive
their reading ability just as positively as girls do . This findingcontradicts me finding
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of Marsh, Smith and Bames (1985) who in studying 559 fifth -grade Australian
students, co ncluded that girls bad a higher level of reading self-concept than did boys .
In additio n, Bmw n (1992) in her study of second-grade urban Newfo undland student s
reponed similar results with girts having a higher level of reading self-concept than
boys. Also, Wallbrown . Levine and Elgin (1981) reported that boys perceive
themselves as having more pro blems with reading than girls. Byrne (1993) , however,
in her study of sixth -grade rural Newfoundland children confirms the finding of the
present study that there were no differen ces in reading self-concept between boys and
girls. Legge (1994) in herstudy of grade twostudents in urban Newfoundlandfound
similar results. More research on the gender/reading self-conceptissue is required at
various grade levels.
Gender and Reading Anitudes
No significant differences were found betweenboys and girls with regard 10
their recrea tional, academic and full-scale reading attitude. Th is findings contradicts
the findings of researchers who reponed that females have gene rally been more
interested in reading than males and have a more positive ani tude toward reading Ihan
males (Johnso n, 1964; Askov and Fischbach, 1913; Kennedy and Hali nski, 1915;
Arlin, 1916; Crews, 1918; Goostree, 1981; Wallbrown, Levi ne, and Engin, 1981:
Anderson , To llefson, and G ilber •• 1985; Dwyer and Reed, 1989; Ross and Fletcher ,
1989; Suhonky, 1989; Smith , 1990; Richards, 1991; and Brown, 1992).
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The fin ding of this study that there are I'lO differences between boys and girls
with regard to reading attitude. however, corroborated the findings of other researchers
(Hamm ons, Knafle, and Pascarella, 1981; Byrne . 1993; and Legge. 1994) . Legge and
Byrne both found no dif ferences between boys and girls reading llltitude s in grades
2 and 6 from urban and rural settings in Newfoundland respectively. Hammonds,
Knal1e and Pascarell a also reponed that the sex of 320 students from inner city and
suburba n schoo ls had no effect on readin g attitude .
Davis (197 8) reponed mix ed findin gs. One of Davis' majo r con clu sion s was
that some research studies reported thai girls had more positive attitudes IowaN
reading, some studies reponed that boys had more positive attitudes, and some
reported no difference in negative/po sitive attitude and the gender of the participant.
In a gradetwo study conducted by Brown (1992) in a selling high ly similar
to the presenl stud y, boys had less po sitive reading self-co ncepts and read ing attitudes
than gir ls. The pre sent study of gradefive students disco vered no diff erence s between
boys and girl s in both their readi ng self-conce pts and their attitudes toward readi ng.
What factors could contribute to these differences ']
One plausible explanatio n is that these grade five students ma y have had
teache rs and paren ts whose expec tati ons for both boys and girls were the same . Beth
boys and girl s may have received equal atte ntion from the teachers and the teachers
may hav e expected the boys to percei ve reading as positively as gir ls. These teac hers
may not have madediffere nt assumptions with reg ard to boys' and girl s ' attitudes.
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Consequently, the genderof the students did net influence altitudes toward students.
Mazurkiewicz' s (1960) study investigated socio-cultural influences on the
reading attitudes of children. Mazurkiewicz discovered that boys as well as their
fatbeN thought that reading was a feminine activity. This may not have been thecase
in the presen t study. Fathers and male significant others may have bee n role mode ls
for these grade five boys by providing reading related activitiesand thus contributing
to boys' self-concept of ihemsetves as reeders. These fathers may beequally involved
with moth ers in doing school-related activities, for example. assisting with the
homework or anendingparent-teacher interviews. In some homes with mothersabsent,
fathers may have been entirely responsible for providing academic experiences.
Gende r and Reading Comorehension
In this grade five sam ple of 58 students from an urban setti ng no significant
differences were found between males and females in reading comprehension. This
contradicts the findings of manyresearchers who reported girls to be superior in the
areasof reading and language (Gates, 1961: Johnson, 1972; Maccoby, 1976; Finn,
Oulberg, and Rcis, 1979; Walberg and Tsai, 1985: Cloer, 1991;Ostling, 1992: and
Rains. 1993).
This finding differs from the results of the Canadian Test of Basic Skills
1993,whichwas administered to grade four students in the Province of Newfoundland
and Labrador. In this large sample testing, females exceeded males 00 the reading
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subtest. The gradefour male students in this provincewereat the 39th percentileand
the grade(our female students were at the 46th percentile. Additionally, the number
of male smdents receiving specialeducation (programsin language arts and math) far
exceeded the numberof females.On the other hand.Brown(1992) who studiedgrade
two students in an urban setting, Byrne (1993) who studied grade six students in a
rural setting, and Legge (1994) who studied grade two students in an urban setting all
reported no significant differences between males and females in reading
comprehension in these specific classrooms in Newfoundlandschools. Owing to the
mixed findings in this area of gender and reading comprehension, more research is
warranted in Newfoundlandschools at various grade levels.
This finding contradicts the research of Finn. Dulberg and Rei! (1979) who
reported that in North Americawhere most elementary teachersan: female.modelling
of female teachershas been suggested as the reason for female superiority in reading.
For this groupcf grade five studentswho have alwayshad female teachers throughout
their school years, boys succeededequally well as girls.
Educational Implications
Students' attitudes toward reading and self-concepts have been strongly
emphasized throughout the research literature as being importantfacets of the reading
process. The research literature has reported significant relationships among the
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various sen-concepts, reading altitudes and comprehen sion. Specifically , the present
study has confirmed significan t relation ships among self-concept of parent relations,
reading self-concept. attitudes toward reading, and reading compreh ension . The se
sign ificant relation ships Conn jhe basi s for specific educational implication s. The
educational implication s of this study include the followin g:
The significant relationship found between these grade five students ' self-
conc ept of parent relations and their academic reading ennuce demon stra tes the
importance of a positive. 5UPponiVC home environment where there are good pare nt
and child relationsh ips, necessary 10 children' s development of positive atti tudes for
reading . A nurturing home is essentia l 10 prepare children for schoo!' Pare nting
programs including errecuve education program~ offered by schools arc nece ssary 10
provide parents with more effective interpers onal communication skills. These
pro gram s also help parents become aware of the type s of home interaction s that are
necessary to enco urage positiv e reading attitudes and contribute 10 developing positive
reading self-concepts .
2. Theconfannalion of signlficanl relation ships betwee n these grade five studen ts'
reading self-concept and their reading attitudes . inc luding both recreational and
academic, and betwee n reading self-con cept and compreh ension, higblights the need
for educerors and parents to promote the developme nt of childre n's positive self-
conc ep t as reade rs and readi ng attitude s as necessary components contributing to
children's overal l enjoymenl andachiev ement in reading.
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As children enter school, their self-concepts arc: still in the process of
developing in their interpersonal encounters with significant others (i.e.• parents,
teachers , grandparents). When children begin school the teacher becomes a significant
other. How teachers view students and react toward them becomes an important
factor in how they view themselves. Children need to receive positive messages from
significant others regarding their reading ability . These significafll others must also
have positive expectations of the achievementof their children. ExpectationsIhal a
child can and will learn help to promote self-confidence in the child and le:u.I to
engagement in reading activities.
How children perceive themselvesas readers stronglyinfluences their reading
comprehension. Thus. it is essential that both teachers and parents provide lexrnlng
environments for children in which their selr-conceeptsas readers will flourish; that
is, there shouldbe opponunities for children to be seen in a positive and productive
light. Children need to receive praise for Iheir reading accomplishments and be
encouragedto lakerisksand chances at readingas they worktowardbecomingskilled
readers.
Teachers and parents should encourage students with a low reading sclf-
concept to modify the way they think about their pcrfonnance. They need to
minimize failureand emphasizesuccess. Students need to view mistakesas a natural
part of learning a new skill.
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Students should be encouraged 10 express their own thoughts freely and
teachers need 10 tic sensitive 10 the feelings and beliefs of students. Students feel
good when their ideas are considered worthwhil e.
3. Teache rs need to be continuous observers of their students' behaviours.
Teachers and school counsellors must understand the behaviours related to a low
readi ng self-concept, and be able to recognize the symptoms clthibited by children
who have low readingself-concepts. Conferences with parents and students, and tests
of self-concept s can be used 10 gain more infonnation about children.
Once teachers are aware of children 's reading self-concept, experi ences should
lie provided which provide a challenge for them but which will also maximize their
opportunities for success. Through experiencing success, children will develop
confidence (0 try new task s. Learning tasks should be tailored 10 meet the needs of
each child in order that they y:ork within their capab ilities and to build upon I~<:;ir
strengths. The teacher shou ld use a variety of grouping patterns in the classroom and
these patterns should be changed frequently so that children do not establis h low
expectations from me labelling of such groups. Any remediation programs tha t are
designed must include the improvemenl of students' reading self-concepts as one of
their major objective s.
The development of a positive reading self-concep t is so important tha t the
whole schoo l, not just some individual teachers should be involved. A school-wide
program direc ted at improving students' reading selt-concepa would be a very
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positive begin ning.
4. The significant. positive relationship found between grade five students'
reading attitudes and reading comprehension has implications for teachers. An
emphasis on the development and maintenance of reading attitudes al all grade levels
should bean important focusin all schools. Teachers need to beinformedof methods
that assess students' reading attitudes and measurement of their reading attitudes
should be a partof the reading assessment program at all gradelevels.
Children who like to read will engage in reading more often, thereby
increasing their skill in comprehension. Also. since recreational reading altitude is
related to comprehension, schools need to include reading for recreational pUI'JlOSCN
as an essential component of their reading program.
The content of the reading curriculum in some schools may need 10 be
adjusted in order 10 instill a positive attitude in the students toward readi ng. The
reading program in a classroom should contain a strong element of children's
literature with books from differentgenres and have varied ability and lmeresr levels.
Teachers need to loo k II ways of implementing positive rrouvanonatiechntques lmo
the curriculum in order to promote mon: posi tive attitudes tow ard reading. Such
techniques as paired reading, author studies and book talks may provide for partof
thereading program.
S. Teachers need. tel disp lay a positive enthusiasm and an optimistic altitude
toward reading. Teachers need to be seen as readers; thus serving as a model for
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students. Each day the teacher should schedule time for both teacher readi ng and
silent reeding.
6. No significant differences were found between boys and girls in their self-
concept of peer relations, the ir self-concept of parent relations . their readin g self-
concept, their reading altitudes andreading comprehension. This finding implies that,
for at least these grade five le vel students, boys' self-concept of peer relations . their
self-concept of parent relations, reading self-concept, readi ng attitudes , and reading
comprehens ion are comparable withtha t of the girls. The research literature has
mixed findings with regard to gender and its emet upon these variables. As well.
gender is related to socialization practices varying cuhural ly. Therefore. we cannot
conclude that the present finding will be the same in all classes. Therefore . it is
important that parents and teachers be aware of the expectations that !hey hold for
boys and girls ensuring thai there are no biases. Both boys andgirls must be made to
feel competent in reading and provided with the kind o f suppo rt that will make
reading a very rewardingand successful experience.
In summary, p roviding a supporti ve family environment. promoting positive
reading self-concepts. helpi ng childre n feel positive and confident, creating
enviro nments that foster the developme nt of positive reading a ttitudes, informing
teachers of methods of assessing self-concepts and reading atti tudes, encouraging
recreational reading, and hav ing the same expectations for boys as well as girls
provide for a reading e nvironment that w ill contribute to the deve lopment o f life-time
readers.
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Recommendations for Furth er Research
As any investigation proceeds. questions and other related issues thai need to
be addressed become apparent. The following recomrrendartons for further research
stemfromthissludy.
This study, which was conductedonly with grade five students in an
urban setting,should be conductedat varying grade levels in born urban
and rural Newfoundland to test the generalizability of the findings.
2. To extend the theoretical model of relationships among the variables.
theque stionof directionality betweenthevariables shouldbeexamined.
For example. appropriate statistical procedures could be used 10
detenni ne if reading comprehension could affect readingself-concept
or whether reading self-concept could affect reading comprehension.
Similarly, the d lrectionalhy of other significant relationships found in
this study could bedetermined.
3. The role that gender plays developmentaUy and culturally in reading
needs to be investigated more thoroughly. In the present study no
differences were found between males and females in the panicular
self-co ncepts (self-concept of peer relations. self-concept of patent
relations and reading self-concept), reading attitudes (recreational,
academic, and full-scale) and reading comprehension. As discussed
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previously, the researchliteratureindicated mixed findings in thefield
4. Research needs 10be conducted10investigate the specific influence of
the home environment. parental attitudes and expectations upon the
reading self-conceptsand reading attitudes of their children.
5. In investigating the relationships among selr-concepr, reading attitudes
and readingcomprehension, thespecificvariable. readingself-concept,
rather than the commonly found variable. global self-concept, should
be used in future studies. Few studies to date have been conducted
using the specific, reading self-concept.
6. Research needs 10 beconducted to determineeffective ways to promote
positive readingattitudesand positivereadingself-conceptdevelopment
during the elementary school years.
7. Research needs to be conducted to examine the relationship between
teachers' attitudes toward reading and students' auitud..s rowerd
reading.
8. The impact of parental attitudes toward reading on children's reading
self-concept. reading attitudes and reading comprehension needs to be
investigated.
9. Longitudinal studies need to beconducted to trackIlle developmentof
reading attitudes. self-concept, and reading in children to detennine
variations in attitudes toward reading among individual children or
specific groups of children as Illey progress throughout the grades.
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Appendix A
J4 Waterloo Cresce nt
Mount Pearl, Newfoundland
AIN 3X2
February 12, 1995
Dr. Walter C. Okshevsk y
Chair
Ethics Review Committee
Dear Dr. Okshevsky:
In order to com plete thesis require ment s for a Masler' s Degree in Educa tion , I wish
10 investiga te the interre lationship s amo ng fifth-grade students' co ncept s of parental
relationships. peer relationships. concept of self as reader, gender, reading attitudeand
compreh ension . Three tests/surveys will be admini stered in a group sClling 10 ihrce
classes of grade five stude nts.
The Self·DescriOlion Questionnaire- t will begi ven to determine self-co ncep t ratings
(copy included ). Thi s test (Mar sh 1990) des igned for use in grade s two and up.
measure s self-concept s in four nonacademic areas (Physical Abilit y, Physical
Appearance, Peer Relations and Parent Relations), threeacademic areas (Reutling,
Mathematics and General School), as well as General Self. Total Nonacademic Self-
Concept, Total Academic Self-Concept and Total Self-Concept ratings can also be
calcu lated. This test can beadmini stered within fifteen to twenty minutes.
The second test, designed to dete rmine attitudes to reading of students in grades one
through six, is the Elementary Reading Altitude Survey (copy included). This test
consists of twenty items which can be administered within ten to fifteen minutes.
Each item presents a briefly-worded statement about reading, followed by four
pictures of Garfield with express ions illustrating a different emotional state, ranging
from very positive to very negative. The child must circle the one that best matches
his/hcr own feelings.
The third test, the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests Level 0 5/6 (copy included), will
be given to determine each student' s reading achievement. Only the comprehension
section of this test will be given. The test contains fourteen passages of various
lengths, with a total of Cony-eight questions about these passages. Some of the
questions require constructing an understanding based on information that is explicilly
stated in the passage; others require constructing an understanding based on
information that is only implicit in the passage. Practice items to be done with the
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students are provided. The students work through the test at their own speed until a
time limit of thlny-five minutes has passed.
Presently, I am on educational leave. However, I am employed as a grade five
teacher at Cowan Heights Elementary in SL John's where I plan to collect my data.
Sincerely,
Rosalie A. Whiteway
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Appen dix B
14 Waterloo Crescent
Mo unt Pearl , Newfou ndland
AIN 3X2
February 26, 1995
Mr. Frtd Rowe
Assistant Superintendent
Avalon ConsolidatedSchool Board
P. 0 , Box 1980
St. John' s, Newfou ndland
AICSRS
Dear Mr. Rowe:
I am a grade five teac her at Cowan Heights Elementary School and I am pre sent ly on
educational leave. I am working towards me completion of a Master' s Degree in
Curriculum and Instruction at Memorial University of Newfoundland with my
supervisor. Dr. Joan Oklford-Maichim. In order 10 comp lete this degree . 1 must
cond uct a study. My study will investigat e the interrelat ionships among fifth-grade
students' concepts of parental relationships. peer relationships, concept of self us
reader. gender, reading altitudeandcomprehension. This study has received approval
from the Facul ty of Education' s Ethics Review Committee a t Memorial University .
In order to establi sh any correla tions among these variables, it will be necessary 10
admin iste r some tests and questionnaires 10 a group of grade five students . The
tewqu esuonnalres include the Gates·MacGinitie RCllding Tesl, Self·Dcscrip'inrl
Questionnaire-t , and 1I11: Elemen larv Reading Attitude Surv ey . I have enclosed a co py
of the parenialjguardlan consent form for your peru sal. If you hav e any concerns
regarding this matte r, p lease co ntact me at 368-9 165. If you wish to speak 10 a
resource person not assoc iated with this study , please co ntact Dr. Patrici a Canning,
Associate Dean , Research and Development. Except for these tests/questionnaires
which will lake approximately one andone half to two hou rs in each stream of grade
five , the regular cl assroom program will not be in terrupted in any way.
I hereby requ es t your permi ssio n 10 les t the students in thethree grade Five cla..ses at
Co wan Heig hts Eleme ntary . For your convenience, at the end of this lener is a
consen t form which you can forward to me if yo u approve of this study . I look
forward to a reply at your earliest convenience.
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Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Yours 1rU1y.
Rosalie Whiteway
I (Assisuuu Superintendent oCthe Avalon Consolidated
School Board) hereby give pennission for Rosalie Whiteway to conduct a study to
invcstigalc: the interrelationships among fifdt-grade students' concepts of parental
relationships, peerrelationships. concept of self as reader . gender . reading attitude and
comprehension with the three grade five classes at Cowan Heights Elemcmary. I
understand that all information is strictl y confidential and no individuals will be
identified.
Date : _ Signature: _
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Appendix C
14 Water loo Cresem
Mount Pearl, Newfoundland
AIN 3X2
February 26, 1995
Mr. Roy Chaytor
Principal
Cowan Heights Elementary School
St. John's, Newfou ndland
Dear Mr. Chaytor :
In order to complete the require ments for the Master's Degree programme in
Curriculum and Instruction at Memorial Universily of Newfou ndland, I wish 10
conduct a study with a group of grade five students during March, 1995. The study
is designed to investiga te the interrela tionships among fifth-grade students ' concept s
of parental relationships, peer relationships , concept of self as reader, gender, reading
altitude and compreh ension. The supervisor of my study at Memorial University is
Dr. Joan Oldford-Matchim. This study has received approval from the Facuhy of
Education 's Ethics Review Committee . If you wish 10 speak 10a resource person net
associated with the study , please contact Dr. Patricia Cannin g, Associate Dean,
Research and Development.
The study can be conducted over a two-day period for approximate ly one hour each
day in eac h stream of gradefive. Howeve r, if this is conflicti ng with classroom
sched ules, then the study can be spread over a longer period of time. Wrilten
pennission from the parents/guardian s will be required before any child can pan icipate
in the study . I have enclosed a copy of the parentaVguardian consent form for your
perusal.
I hereb y request your permissio n to allow me 10conduct this study at Cowa n Heig hts
Elementary Schoo l. At jhe bottom of this letter is a consent form which you can
forward 10 me if you approve of this study. I look forward to a reply at your earlieS!
convenience.
I thank you for considering my request.
Yours truly ,
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RosaIie Whi1eway
",,-nn-'-i,,7ion-';-or---;R"osal=i'---;;W""'IU~:;i~O~w; ":i~~d~lcr:n~~~;~ gj~
interrelationships among fifth-grade students' concepts of parental retaucnsbips, peer
relationships. concept of self as reader, gender, reading altitude and comprehension
with the three grade five classes 8 1 Cowan Heights Elementary. I understand thai all
informationis strictly confidential and no individuals willbe identified
Date: _ Signaturc _
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Appe ndix: 0
Dear Parcnt(s)or Guardian:
I am a graduate student in the Facultyof Education at Memorial University.
I am presently working on a Master's Degreein reading with my supervisor, Dr. Joun
Oldford·Matchim. I would like to administer sorre quc suoonelre s and a reading
comprehension test 10 your child to gain some informat ion on the interrelationships
among fifth-grade students' concepts of parental relationships. peer relationships,
concept of self as reader, gender, reading attitudes and reading comprehension.
Your child's participation will consistof two sessions of me reading sentences
to him or her and ask ing them to choose a response which ben suits the way ht" or
she feels. For one session your child will be given a readi ng co mprehension lest
Your child will be required10 read a series of passages and then answer questionsnn
mese passages by selecting one answer from a choice of four answers for each
question. The testing will be doneover a twoday periodfor approximately one hour
each day.
AUinformation gained in this study is strictly confidential and al no time will
individuals be identified. Participation is voluntary and you or your child may
withdraw at anytime. This study has received approval from the Faculty of
Education's Ethics Review Committee. the principal of the school and the school
board. The results of my research will be made available to you upon request.
If you are in agreement with having your child participate in this study, please
sign below and return nne copy to the classroom teacher. The other is for you. If
you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to call me at 368-9165.
If at any time you wish 10 speak to a resource person not associated with this study,
please:contact Dr. Patricia Canning, Associate Dean , Research and Development.
I would appreciate it if you would please:return this sheet to me: by March 14,
1995.
Yours sincerely,
Rosalie Whiteway
IS<;
I (parenT/guardian) hereb y give permission for my
child to tale part in a study regarding the interrelationshi ps among fifth-grade
students ' COOCCpts of paren tal relationships. peer relationships. concept of self as
reader. gcnder. reading attitudes and reading comprehension undertaken by Rosalie
Whilewa y. I undentand thai participationis entirely \'oluntal)' and thatmy child utd/
(M' I can withdraw pennission at anytime. AU information is strictly confidentialand
no individuals will beide ntified.
ParcllI'slGuardian's SignatUR:




